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'USED ABROAD' · CHRONICLE-XV 

M. Liphscbutz and I. Maslowski 

In our Chronicle XIV (B.J.R.P. No. 42) we asked members to send us all data about the Khanate 
of Khiva. Unfortunately, we received very few letters. Could members therefore please make a special 
effort, and also provide us with any additional material and information about the various offices of 
Bukhara? 

We are pleased to record, in this Chronicle XV, the following items:

(1) BULGARIA AND ROUMELIA 

(a) PLOVDIV-Mr. Edward Shirran of Ayr, Scotland, reports an entirely unknown cancell
ation of PLOVDIV (see Fig. 236) on cover dated 26.VI.1880. This canceller measures 29mm (outer 
<:ircle) and 19mm (inner circle) against 25½mm and 17mm of the Plovdiv marking described in B.J.R.P. 
33 (Fig. 110) and illustrated on cover in the subsequent issue B.J.R.P. 34. 

(b) TATAR-PAZARDilK-The existence of this office was reported in Part 1 of the Tchiling
hirian and Stephen handbook, on page 91. The marking of this office has now been discovered on a 
<:over, in the collection of Mr. B. A. Kaminski, of Moscow, as a transit cancellation (Fig. 237) on an 
unbelievable piece showing no less than seven different Bulgarian markings (not counting the Russian 
ones) including SOFIYA-SREDYETS, PLOVDIV, RUSTCHUK, SLIVEN, and a most sensational 
new discovery, an office hitherto unknown; 

(c) STANCIYA IKHTIMAN-(see Fig. 238). A small city with a population in 1960 of about 
5,000 inhabitants and located midway between Sofiya and Paz.ardjik, south east of the capital. (See 
overleaf for full page photograph of this cover). 

(2) CONSTANTINOPLE 
Prof. 0. Winterstein (Zurich) reports a c-0ver with Ty.pe II (Fig. 15 of Part 1) of this city, dated 

:5 February 188L It is therefore proved that this marking was in use after 1880. 

(3) TREBIZOND 
Mr. B. A. Evans reports .the discovery of a new, single circle Trebizond type (see Fig. 239) on 

a letter card to Edinburgh, franked with the 7k impressed stamp plus three 7k stamps. The marking 
is in violet, rather similar to Type 6 of Ordu. However, the inside circle of the double-circle cancell
ation of Trebizond of this date often failed to show on impressions, and it is just possible this 
has happened in this instance. 

{4) ALEXANDRETTA 
Mr. M. Blancher (Marseilles) reports a cover with an unknown ALEXANDRETTA. The 

<:over was sent from Alep to Marseilles franked with two French stamps, and cancelled with the French 
Aleppo marking. The Russian transit marking in pale blue which reads in French "Compagnie Russe 
Alexandrette" is dated 13 May 1863 (see Fig. 240). 

(5) ALEXANDRIA 
Prof. P. A. S. Smith (Ann Arbor, Michigan) and Mr. M. Liphschutz report simultaneous copies 

of the 1865 "2k. issue of ROPiT cancelled with the "785" truncated triangle of dates of Alexandria. 

(6) CRETE . 
Mr. M. Liphschutz reports an 1850 prestamp cover from CANEA to Syros, Greece, with a framed 

P.P. marking hitherto unknown (see Fig. 241). It is the first time that material has been discovered 
that may be attributed to a Russian post office in Canea. Was it a temporary office? 

(7) SHIP MAIL IN THE LEV ANT 
(a) RUSSIAN SHIPPING-Mr. M. Liphschutz reports two letters with two new single line can

~llers of the S.S. Odessa, which complement Type 7 (Fig. 857 in Part 6). The first is a str,ike of the 
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complete PAROKHOD ODESSA (see Fig. 242), (whereas Type 7 bore PAR. ODESSA), whilst the other 
is a simple word ODESSA (see Fig. 243). On the other hand, Mr. I. Maslowski reports a copy of the 
10 piastres/lR. (chalk lines) with a violet double oval marking ROPIT. PAR. ODESSA (see Fig. 244) 
similar to Type 3 of Fig. 855 in Part 6. 

(b) ITALIAN LINES-Mr. M. Liphschutz reports an Italian ship marking hitherto unrecorded 
on Russian stamps. Mr. Liphschutz owns a cover franked with a 1902 10k. addressed to Constanti
nople cancelled with a double circle datestamp reading PIROSCAFO POSTALE CATANIA (see Fig. 
245). In Type F.7 (Fig. 292 of Part 2) Mr. Liphschutz reports the following Italian ship markings on 
pieces; "GIAVA" on 1902 lk, 2k, and 7k; "LETIMBRO" on two copies of 1902 5k; and "STURA'' 
on 1902 3k. and 7k. 

(c) AUSTRIAN SHORE CANCELLATIONS-Mr. Maslowski reports a cover from Datum 
to Chios which travelled by the Austrian Ship Ljne. The 1889 10k. stamp was cancelled on arrival 
with the LETTERE ARIVATE PER MARE (with one R in ARRIVATE) of Type F.14 (Fig. 869 of 
Part 6). Mr. Liphschutz reports an Austrian TRAPEZUNT cancellation (Fig. 985 of Austrian P.O's 
Abroad, Part VII, page 549) on a piece with the 1889 lk, 2k, and 7k. 

(d) AUSTRIAN LINES-Dr. Alfred H. Wortman reports a LLOYD AUSTRIACO XXIX 
(s.s. Hungaria) marking in blue on an 1889 10k. on piece. · The date (30.9.90) is inverted (Type B.6 
described in Austrian Post Offices Abroad, Part II, page 133). 

(8) KARSIIl 
The money order from the Blekhman collection described in B.J.R.P. 39, page 11, also carries 

a hitherto unknown registration label (see photo). 

(9) KIIlV A TOWN 
Mr. Sam Robbins (Los Angeles) reports a remarkable document from this elusive post office. 

A money order with six 5k. savings bank stamps as well as the first known registration label. Although 
the cancellation is of 14.6.20 which is during the period when Khiva was no longer a protectorate of 
Russia it is the first known complete document from Khiva (see photo). The Adler letter described 
in B.J:R.P. 30 (page 16) bore a Khiva arrival marking of 1925 on Soviet postage due stamps. 

Prof. N. V. Luchnik (Obninsk, U.S.S.R.) reports the discovery of the Khiva Town sub type "b" 
canceller, of a smaller size (see Fig. 246) than the standard "a" and "v" sub-types. Prof. Luchnik has 
the "b" sub-type on 1909 lR. and on 1913 (Romanoff) 15k. 

On the other hand, here is a complete check list of aJl known markings of Khiva-Town, incorpor
ating the three stamps hitherto unknown. This list includes all known stamps from the Adler, Blom
field, Liphschutz, Luchnik, and Maslowski collections:-

1909 perforated issue - 10k, 15k, 20k, lR. 
1913 Romanoff issue -4k, 7k, 14k, 15k, 25k, 35k, 50k, lR. 
1919 Horiz chalk lines issue - 7R. 
Savings Bank stamps - 5k. 
Soviet postage due stamps - lk, 10k. 

It seems then, for the time being, the scarcest of all the above markings is sub-type "b," and the 
earliest known date of Khiva-town cancellations is 8.10.13 (Romanoff 25k and lR, Liphschutz collect
ion). 

(10) DARGAN-ATA, KIIlV A KHANATE 
The first markings from this extremely scarce post office have been notified by Messrs. Luchnik 

and Maslowski (see Fig. 247). Prof. Luchnik found his on 14k. and 35k. Romanoff issue, whereas 
Mr. Maslowski acquired a cover from Dargan-Ata to Paris, franked with two 10k. of the 1909 issue, 
which also bears a registration label (see photo). 

(11) NEW URGENCH 
The following items should be added to the check list of this post office:-
Notified by Mr .. R. S. Blomfield (Knoxville): 1902 issue, 10k. background inverted (Type lA, 
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see Fig. 397, Part 3, page 264). 
Notified by Messrs. Adler, Liphschutz, Luchnik, and Stephen: 

1902 issue, vertically laid; 14k., lR. 
1909 issue, chalk lines; 14k., 15k., 20k., 35k., 70k., lR. 
1913 Romanoff issue: 15k., 20k., 25k., 35k., 50k., lR., 2R 
1914 Charity issue: 3k. 

(12) PEKING 
Mr. B. A. Evans reports a new sub-type of Peking type 3 canceller (see Fig. 465, Part 4, page 

343). It is somewhat similar to the one notified by Mr. Droar (see B.J.R.P. 35, "Outstanding Covers"), 
there is a dot after PEKING, and the posthoms .are smaller than those shown on Mr. Droar's cover. 
Mr. Evans' piece (see Fig. 248) is a cut out from the 1879 stationery. 

(13) TIEN-TSIN 
Mr. Maslowski notifies two postcards with the domestic Chinese marking of this town (see Fig. 

249) cancelling 'Kitai' overprints on lk. and 5k. respectively. Both cards are addressed to Paris and 
have the French arrival marking. Although the lk. card was underfranked, postage due was not charged 
by the French post office. 

(14) SHANGHAI 
Dr. A. Kohane (Geneva), notifies a cover addressed from Shanghai to St. Petersburg which bears 

a hitherto unknown Shanghai Postage Due marking (see Fig. 250). 

(15) TALIENWAN-DALNY 
The extremely rare Ta.)ienwan marking first notified by Mr. C. P. Bulak in B.J.R.P. 33 (Fig. 126) 

has now been found by Mr. Liphschutz on a remarkable cover from this city to Emden, Germany (see 
photo). The date of 12 Oct. 1899 can be considered as the earliest date known from this post office. 

(16) DALNY-SOVIET 
Mr. S. Blekrm::m (Moscow) notifies a hitherto unknown Soviet marking from this city (see Fig. 

251). The cover, which is cancelled DALNII OTD. SVIAZI (Dalny Post. Department) is datc;d 6.3.59 
and addressed to Moscow. It is franked with a SG 1544 I Rouble stamp. The canceller is of the "v" 
sub-type, which indicates that sub-types "a" and "b" were also probably used. 

(Readers are cordially invited to notify Mr. M. Liphschutz of interesting "Used Abroad" items 
for recording in future "Used Abroad" Chronicles. Mr. Liphschutz's address is 8 rue Louis Philippe, 
92, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France). 

MORE II USED ABROAD" ITEMS 

W. S. E. Stephen 

It may seem incredible that fully ten years after the publication of "Stamps· of the Russian Empire 
Used Abroad" fresh discoveries are still coming to light. Over the years, m<;>st of the remarkable dis
coveries have been recorded and illustrated through the medium of the B.J.R.P. Nevertheless, fresh 
items, many of a minor nature, are still being reported, all being worthy of mention and deserving of 
recognition. 

Of the many small varieties covered by these notes, quite a few are.completely new and of an 
unexpected nature, whilst others are mainly sub-types of Standard Types, and are being illustrated in 
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the hope they will prove of sufficient interest to the m:my collectors in this field. It is hope:l that further 
information will be forthcoming (which should be sent to Mr. M. Liphschutz for inclusion in the 'Used 
Abroad' Chronicle) when these may be allocated to their proper spheres. On the other hand, some 
new items of a sensational nature h1:i.ve come to light for the first time and readers will wish to add these 
to Check Lists where appropriate. 

Mr. R. S. Blomfield (Knoxville) writes that from a recent acquisition of Russian Levant stamps 
were nine types which do not seem to be previously recorded, and he has kindly sent the following trac
ings of the nine markings. These drawings are all m!l.inly sub-types of Standard Type3 of cancellations, 
and further information will be welcomed from reac'ers. 

1. RIZEH-This is evidently a variation of Type 4 of RIZEH, with final "ye" instead of "e" 
(as in Type 3). See Figs. 733 and 734 in Part VI. It is in violet on the 2 pi./20k. of 1903-10, vert. laid. 
The year is a bit faint so might be 1908 rather than 1905 as illustrated. 

2. TEREBOLI-This is from overlapping strikes on five copies of the lOk., 1890. They are 
all very clear strikes in black. The resulting oval is considerably larger than Fig. 220 in B.J.R.P. 40. 
The distance between the ovals is 8.5mm against 7.5mm. in Fig. 220, and the letters are very heavy 
about 5.5mm. against . 4.5mm. 

3. TIREBOLI or INEBOLI-This partial strike is probably Tireboli or Ineboli as the top of 
the "b" seems clear enough to rule out "p." The letters are smaller than Fig. 136 of Ineboli in Part II. 
Also the letters ofR.O.P.i.T. are without serifs and the year is in full. It is in blue on a 10k. 1890. 

4. MERSINA or SMYRNA-This is from a faint strike on 7k. 1884. Only the "A" and the 
ornament show clearly. The ornament is an asterisk made up of four crossing straight lines and seems 
quite distinctive. The date is faint but seems to be in a straight line as in Standard Type EE. From 
the location of the "A" it is assumed to be either Mersina or Smyrna. 

5. CONSTANTINOPLE?-This item is in a blue black ink on 10k. 1890. The ornament 
appe!l.rs to be different from any previously recorded. The writer thinks this to be Type 6 of Constantin
ople (Fig. 9 on page 40 of Part I). Several examples of this distinctive Type are in his own collection. 

6. RIZEH-ln violet-black on 10k. of 1890. No oval has so far been recorded with the P.O· 
name ending in "ye." The only possibilities might be Rizeh or perhaps CHESME. However, there is 
a possibility that it might be a ship marking as Fig. 14 in B.J.R.P. 28. 

7. CHIOS--This item is impressed in black on lOk., 1890. The only oval recorded with "Agent
stvo" abbreviated "AGENTCT" seems to be the one for Chios as shown in Fig. 779 of Part VI, but the 
letters of No. 7 are much larger and heavier. Also, the letter following cannot be "x," but is probably 
"'be," "ve," or "ye." 

8. DARDANELLES--This is probably not a new type, but likely an addition to the partial 
strike shown in Fig. 765 of Part VI for Type LB of Dardanelles. This is from four partial strikes on 
10k. stamps of 1890. . 

9. JAFFA-Probably another sub-type of Type 5 of Jaifa. The spacing of the letters and 
ornament seem to differ from Figs. 239 to 242 shown in Part II. It is impre3sed in blue on a 10k. of 
1890. 

CHIOS 
Mr. W. Frauenlob (Berne) sends some particularly interesting information from recent acquisit

ions, the star item being a cover from Chios dated 3.2.1873 franked by a 5k. blue of the 1868 issue, and 
a second stamp which has unfortunately been removed from the cover. On the reverse of the cover,. 
is the large rectangular cancellation in blue of Type 6 of Alexandretta, the 52mm x 35mm ornamental 
rectangle with ALEKSANDRETSKOE at top, AGENTSTVO at bottom, and a very large date, side-• 
ways, in the centre. This large marking, very unusual for a shore office where it was applied on the 
back of the cover as a transit cancellation. The letter had been mailed at CHIOS 3.2.1873 to ALEP 
(Aleppo) and routed via Alexandretta. Mr. Frauenlob also reports a fresh sub-type of Type 6 ofCHIOS,. 
the lettering at bottom being much taller than Fig. 166 of Part II. The lettering XHIOS is 7mm. tall 
with distance between double oval 10mm. No illustration is available. 

KALGAN 
Strange to relate, the KALGAN Standard Type "C" has never been reported or illustratd in 

the columns of the 'Used Abroad' Chronicle during the many yens of its existence. This c!l.n now be 
remedied with the discovery of this typeon two covers reported from ·eol. Bjorge Wallberg, who success-
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fully displayed his Mongolian collection at Philympia last year and was deservedly awarded a Silver. 
The covers, both from KALGAN, are franked with 3 x lk., and 1 x 7k., whilst the second bears a further 
lOk., both covers being franked with the 1889-1894 issues. In addition, both bear a violet cachet in 
Russian reading OBEZZARAZHENO translating 'disinfected.' This cachet had probably been applied 
at TRIOZKOZA VSK, the letters travelling overland via URGA and KIAKHT A where the mail had 
joined the Trans-Siterian Railway to its destination in Swe1en. 

CER LINE 262 
Another addition can be added to this Check List. The writer has recently acquired a cover 

from Shanghai to Teignmouth, Devon, date 26.3.03, routed via line 262, and bearing the cancellation 
KHARBIN 262 MANCHZHURIYA in Type 1, but showing the route number in error as '292' instead 
of "262," the '6' being inverted to read '9.' This is the second error of a similar nature on this canceller 
to be reported. 

FAR EAST PROBLEMS . . 
The location of NOVONYEZHINO has puzzled many re;1ders since it was first reported 

in B.J.R.P. 30 (Fig. 78). The exact location has now been establishe:i as being on the railway line 
running from Vladivostok to Nakhodka, on the coast to the north. After SHKOTOVO there is 
ROMANOVKA, and then NOVONYEZHINO. While on the subject of this area, Dr. A. H. Wort
man reports another railway station worthy of mention, that of KETRITSEVO VOKZ. which he has 
on a postcard with Red Cross cachet of POEZD No. 8, datd 13.2.05. This is of the Russe-Japanese 
War period, the station having disappeared from modern maps, and is probably the one now called 
UGOLNAYA. Yet another find is to be reported from this area, being the large advertising label 
with a copy of the 20k. small head Soviet issue attached, cancelle:i with the large oval of NIKOLSK
USSURIOOSKY and VOKZ. at bottom, date within two lines of 24.6.26. This advertising label was 
No. 43 of the list given in Rossica No. 73 by Kurt Adler and Jaques Posell. 

SHIP MAIL TO KOREA 
Yet one further Post Office in Korea has been reported from Mr. R. S. Blomfield,' being a p.11tial 

strike showing the initials NIN . ... on a 1 k. horiz. laid of 1889-92, the previous owner of the stamp 
having noted it as being from NINSEN, but giving no indication as to the location of this place. There 
are a number of pl2ces in China and allied areas beginning with NIN. . . . In the writer's collection is 
a copy of the Japanese 3 sen 1899-1908 issue showing a complete strike of the NINSEN IJPO cancell
ation (illustrated). Little seems to have been written on this subject, and we are indebted to H. Eguchi 
who had written an article in August 1935 on the subject of Foreign Mail Postmarks of Japanese P.O. 's 
in China, Korea, and Formosa. Eguchi gives NINSEN with the single circ'.c Ninseil/lJPO, stars at 
sides and another double circle IJPO NINSEN/MEIJI 27 (ye::ir 1894) date in two lines. This adds 
still a further Russian office to our lists of Korea. Ninsen is not to be foim :1 on modern maps but it is 
felt to be SHINSEN, slightly south from CHEMULPO, whilst JINSEN, on the west coast, some 30 
miles south-west by rail from Seoul may prove to be an alternative. 

(We are indebted to Mr. Stephen for these notes, additional to those supplied by Messrs. Liph
schutz and Maslowski in 'Used Abroad' Chronicle. As advised on an earlier pages, Mr. Liphschutz 
would appreciate hearing from readers whose views are cordially invited on all these points, for includ
ing in future 'Chronicles.'). 

~ 
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POSTAL FUNCTIONS OF TELEGRAPH OFFICES 

Dr. A. H. Wortman 

"Thunderbolts" appeared for the first time across the post-horns in the design of the adhesive 
stamps issued in 1889. They symbolised, as the S. G. catalogue says, the amalgamation of the post 
offices with the telegraph offices, but this event had taken place some years previously. These stamps. 
moreover were not really the first to show thunderbolts, the 3k. stationery postcards and reply cards 
of June 1886 had them. 

The decision to amalgamate was taken on 28 May 1885. It was to be brought about gradually. 
commencing with the Town Posts and Town Telegraphs of St. Petersburg and Moscow, and was to be 
completed throughout the Empire by 1 January 1887. New hand-stamps reading "postal-telegraph 
office," usually abbreviated, were to be issued to replace existing "post offlce" ones, but as was the usual 
practice, only when the old ones were sufficiently worn to need replacement. New hand-stamps could 
be sent immediately however to newly opened offices. Thus the earliest examples are likely to come 
from small and remote postal stations but these are not easy to find. 

THE NEW POSTAL-TELEGRAPH CANCELLATIONS 
The earliest example found is in a rather unusual type and translated reads "In the AdmiraltY 

Suburb Town Post Division and Telegraph" and is dated 28 Jan. 1886, (Fig. 1). This is the Admiralty 
District of St. Petersburg in the centre of the city where the Winter Palace, the Hermitage and most of 
the Ministries were situated. The illustration has been made from four part cancellations struck very 
clearly on two loose and damaged lk. stamps. Four examples from other towns all on loose 14k. stamps 
have been found with 1886 dates and they are as follows: · 

SOROKI BESSAR. G. 14 MAY A 1886 1 POCHT. TELEGR. KONT. 1 
TARUTINO BESSAR. G. 17 IYUL 1886 1 POCHTOVO TEL ....... . 
SUMY KHARK. G. 16 OKT. 1886 3 POCHT. TELEGR. KONT. 3 
CHEREPOVETS N-15 DEK. 1886 - POCHTOVO TELEGR. KONT.-

It is interesting that the little town of SUMY (which also had a Zemstvo Post issuing stamps) 
and whose population was only 26,600 in 1902 which is much later, received at lelSt three hand-stamps 
in this new type. The earliest missive discovered is one of the new 3k. stationery postcards with thunder
bolts across the post-horns in the printed stamp with the cancellation in greenish black of Y AKOB
SHT ADT KURL. G. 28 FEV. 1887 1 POCHT. TELEGR. KONT. 1. One of the small 3k. postcards 
with no thunderbolts was used later with a blue cancellation of GOLOV ANEVSK PODOL. G. 29 OKT 
1887 2 POCHT. TEL. KONT. 2. 

OLD TELEGRAPH CANCELLATIONS 
In St. Petersburg, the Telegraph Stations cancelled ordinary mail with the telegraph hand-stamps 

which they already had (Fig. 2). The earliest example found is of 25 III 1888 on a 3k. stationery post
card (with thunderbolts) from Telegraph Station No. XX. A few 1887 dates have been found on loose 
:stamps from this station and from the Chief Station but when they are off cover we cannot be certain 
that they come from mail. At this date one could write a telegram either on a special form or on ordin
ary paper, stick on postage stamps to cover the cost, put it into an envelope marked "NA TELEGRAF" 
and post it in a letter-box without going to the Telegraph Station. The stamps inside would receive the 
telegraph cancellation. As may be seen in the illustration this type differs from other handstamps in 
having the year in full in the centre with asterisks on either side separating the word "TELEGRAP 
at the top from the abbreviation for St. Petersburg and the number of the Telegraph Station in Roman . 
numerals below. It was still in use as late as 1900 at the Chief Station for cancelling mail as a regis
tered cover in the writer's collection shows. It is possible that this type was used only in St. Peters
burg as none from other places has been seen. Moscow had a type with the word "MOSKVA" at the 
top and "TELEGRAF" followed by the number in Arabic numerals below but it has not been seen with 
dates earlier than 1891. In the centre the month appeared with the name spelled in full (Fig. 7). 
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NEW TELEGRAPH CANCELLATIONS 
A new type looking like a postal cancellation with a number at either side, the town name at the 

top and "Town Telegraph" with a number in Roman numerals t:elow appeared e:1.rly in 1888 for St. 
Petersburg (Fig. 3). The date with abbreviated month in the centre and the year below also conforms 
with the postal type. It has not been seen for other towns at this early date. Single circular types 
similar to postal types appear for Riga, Odessa and other towns in the early 1890's (Fig. 4). 

A double circular type with the town name at the top and "TELEGRAF" with or without a 
number below, the date in a bridge in the centre and sometimes the letter of the handstamp on the right, 
was introduced with the other double circular types in 1902 (Figs. 5 and 6). 

The postal duties of telegraph stations continued during the civil war which followed the Revolut
ion. A registered cover was used from IRKUTSK Telegraph Office on 1st February 1919 addressed 
to Theodore Champion in Paris. It has a cancellation in the type of Fig. 5 except that there is no number 
following the word TELEGR. Mail from Irkutsk to Europe normally travelle:.t westwards on the 
Trans-Siberian Railway but as this route was interrupted it went via Japan as evidenced by a Yokohama 
transit mark, and the sea route. It has a censor cachet of the combined Russian-American censor
ship at Vladivostok. 

Another cover shows that this use continued during the Soviet regime. It is addressed to London 
and bears a strip of three 10k. S. G. 323 cancelled KIEV exactly as Fig. 5 with the date 4 9 23. It has 
a registration label with the wording "KIEFF Bureau de poste centr." 

REASONS FOR POSTING MAIL AT TELEGRAPH STATIONS 
I. REGISTRATION 

The preponderance of registered items in mail handled by telegraph stations gives us one of the 
compelling reasons for using them in preference to post offices. Since the latter closed earlier in the 
day than telegraph offices any late mail for registration would have to te taken to telegraph offices. 
In 1892 the Chief Post Office in St. Petersburg was open from 8 o'clock in the morning until 4 o'clock 
in the afternoon on weekdays and from 9 until noon on Sundays an:l holidays and the eleven Otdielenie 
or Branch Offices from 8 until 2 o'clock in the afternoon on weekdays and from 8 to 11 on Sundays and 
holidays. On the other hand the Central Telegraph Office, open day and night, received mail including 
registered mail from 4 o'clock in the afternoon when all the post offices were close;i, until 9 o'clock at 
night and the Branch Telegraph Offices from 8 in the morning until 4 in the afternoon, thus being open 
for registration of nnil while the post offices were open and providing a choice of place for posting. 
Even so the preva!e::ce of a manuscript endorsement "IZ Y ASHCHIK" or a handstam;, "VYNUTO 
IZ YASHCHIK" (take:1 from the box) on registered covers shows that occasionally the sender, caught 
after hours when both his local post office and telegraph office were closed, put his letter, somewhat 
disconsolately we may imagine, into an ordinary post box. 

A good example of the use of a telegraph station for registering mail is seen in a 20k. stationery 
cover cancelled at the Chief Telegraph Station in St. Petersburg. The cancellation is of the telegraph 
type with "GLA VNA YA" at the top for "Chief" separated by small arabesque ornaments from "S.P.B. 
TELEGRAF. STANTS." the date 21 X 1890 showing the year in the centre. This cover was addressed 
to London and was passed the following day to the St. Petersburg 5th Ekspeditsiya or Forwarding Office 
(of the Post Office). There is no registration label, but a dotted "R" in circle on the front. The grey
black shade of ink in which this is struck corresponds with that of the Ekspeditsiya handstamp. So 
that although the Chief Telegraph Station receive:! the letter it was passed to the appropriate depart
ment of the Post Office for registration in this instance. Later however the Telegraph Stations or Offic~ 
had their own registration labels. A registered postcard of 1901 from Moscow to St. Petersburg has 
both the cancellation a_nd registration label of Moscow Telegraph Office No. 13 (Fig. 7). 

2. NO POST OFFICE 
The writer believes, but cannot prnve, that the forest estate of Prince Sergei Beloselsky Belozersky 

on Krestovski Island, part of the St. Petersburg complex, had no post office. Two postcards with can
cellations of the Telegraph Station there seem to indicate this. They came from a lot of about 400 
stationery postcards most of which had St. Petersburg postal division numeral cancellations from about 
1885 to 1901. 

The earlier of the two is written in a very illiterate hand and seems to be addressed locally with the 
word "SDIES" instead of "ZDIES" for "local." The post office couldn't decipher it either and there is 
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a manuscript endorsement about non-delivery, but there is a clear cancellation reading in translation 
"ST. P. BURG. 2 TELEGRAPH STATION ON KRESTOVSKI ISL. 2 30 MAR. 1888" (Fig. 8). The 
other has handstarnp No. 1 reading similarly in 1899 and is addressed to the Editor of The· Polo Magazine 
asking for three back numbers of the magazine to be sent to Prince Belozersky. The Prince's name and 
the Island are both spelt with a final "y." 

There was probably no post office too in the Kazan Stock Exchange. A · registered cover 
addressed to Baroness Liudmila Petrovna Buxhoeveden by her attorney was sent from there in 1907. 
She will be known to some of our readers as the authoress of the book "Left Behind" Which describes 
how she elected to go into exile with the Royal party when they were sent to Tobolsk by the Kerensky 
Government in 1917. She was a Lady-in-Waiting to the Empress Alexandra Feodorovna. This cover 
(Fig. 9) is franked by a 14k. adhesive on the reverse, the cancellation reads KAZAN (BIRZHA) 
TELEGR. KONT. or Kazan Bourse Telegraph Office and the Registration label has simply Kazan 
Bourse. 

It is possible that when the Russians were taking over new territory in Asia, telegraph lines were 
established first and postal duties followed before post offices were opened. Tchilinghirian and Stephen 
in their monumental work on the Russian Post Offices Abroad quote Col. A. Le Messurier's "From 
London to Bukhara" 1889 saying that a telegraph line was in operation in Bukhara City in 1887. This 
was after the date of the amalgamation so it is possible that the telegraph office handled the first public 
mails. They mention that there was a private commercial post already in existence. They also give 
pride of place as the first cancellation to the Bukhara Telegraph Office handstamp illustrating an example 
with cross date of 1 Il 1892 and quoting a 10k. letter-card in the collection of Mr. J. V. Woollam bearing 
this cancellation with an 1895 date. Postal material is however known with earlier dates. Their type 2 
cancellation of Bukhara Post Office is illustrated with an 1891 date and the writer has a piece with 3k. 
and 7k. adhesives making up 20k. postage with this cancellation dated 29 Apr. 1890. Until someone 
produces an item with a telegraph cancellation ante-dating this we cannot say that the earliest mail from 
here was handled by the telegraph office, nor is any instance known to the writer from any other poSM:ss
ion in Asia, except for the rather special category of the Military Telegraph Offices in Manchuria during 
the Russo-Japanese War. 

The Field Telegraph Office cancellations of Yinkow, Liaoyang, Shanhaikwan, Tiehling, and 
Mukden are illustrated in Tchilinghirian and Stephen and the writer has recently discovered a loose 3k. 
stamp with the Chief Field Telegraph Office cancellation of Harbin (Fig. 10). It is surprising that no 
examples of this have been discovered before but with all the Harbin post offices available the telegraph 
office probably did not handle much mail. Another new discovery which the writer found in a general 
collection is a LIAOY ANG of 1904 struck in blue completely· on a 1 R horizontally laid, with smaller 
lettering than in Tchilinghirian and Stephen's Fig. 648 and with much larger serial Fig. 1 's at each side 
(Fig. 11). The existence of a different type from this place is surprising since all LIAOY ANG cancell~ 
ations are of the greatest rarity. 

The writer has the Mukden Field Telegraph Office cancellation on a large cover from Julian 
Price, war correspondent of the London Illustrated News, cancelling five 20k.'s with 17 XII 1904 date. 
and the TIEHLING Field Telegraph Office cancellation in the typically telegraph type with year in the 
middle on a registered cover to Warsaw with a registration label reading Field Post Office No. 10 (Fig. 
12). This is the cover which enabled us to place F.P.O. No. 10 at TIEHLING. 

3. PROXIMITY 
It is obvious that in many cases a telegraph office was nearer to the sender than a post office and 

was thus more convenient for posting ordinary unregistered mail, but the post office also made use of 
telegraph offices for delivery when the destination of mail was nearer to them. Two interesting items 
handled by St. Petersburg Telegraph Office No. 17 illustrate this. 

A postcard of 1888 has the telegraph type cancellation of Telegraph Office No. XVII in St. Peters- · 
burg and the sender gives his address as "Nevski Gate.'' No 17 office was in the village of SMOLIEN-
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SKOE next to the Nevski Gate. A cover from NARVA in 1891 addressed "At Nevski Gate, Smolien
skoe Village" was received by the St. Petersburg Town Post and then passed to the No. 17 Telegraph 
Office the same day for delivery as is shown by the Telegraph Office handstamp in the same type as that 
on the postcard, on the reverse. 

MONEY TRANSFER CARDS 
These PIEREVODI were first issued in 1896 for sending money by paying it in at a post office 

and getting it paid to the addressee at the other end without actually putting the money in a letter. The 
money could be sent either by post or by telegraph and a complete form with BY TELEGRAPH stamped 
on it (Fig. 13) used from TAGANROG in 1907 to send 25 rubies to YALTA is shown. These have 
not been seen actually used from a Telegraph Office. 

ADDRESSES OF THE ST. PETERSBURG POST OFFICE OTDIELENIE IN 1892 
I 28 UI. Kirochnaya 
II 12 Zagorodny. Prospekt 
III 50 Bolshoi Prospekt 
IV 28 7th Linia 
V 5 Izmailovsky Prospekt 
VI 27 /8 Corner of Kalachnikovsky Prospekt 
VII 25 UL Borovaya 
VIII 132/4 Canal Katherine 
IX 3 Finnsky Lane (near Finland Rly. Stn.) 
X at Novaya Derevnia 
XI 9 UL Sadovaya (corner of UI. Italianskaya) 

ADDRESSES OF THE ST. PETERSBURG TELEGRAPH OFFICES IN 1892 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
XIV 
xv 
XVI 
XVII 
XVIII 
XX 
XXII 
XXIII 
XXIV 
XXV 
XXVI 
XXVII 
XXVIII 
XXIX 
XXX 

15 UI. Pochtamtskaya (Chief Telegraph Station) 
24th Linia, Observatory House, Vasili Ostrov 
Bourse, Vasili Ostrov. 
38/56 13th Linia, Vasili Ostrov. 
50 Bolshoi Propsekt, Old Petersburg 
45/7 Bolshoi Samsonievsky Prospekt, Vibourg Side. 
63 Bolshoi Okhtensky, Okhta. 
Okruzhnoi Sud House, Liteiny Prospekt 
Forestry Corps, Lesnoi Institut 
2nd Section, 1st Line, Novaya Derevnia (open only in summer) 
Hotel d'Europe, UI. Mikhail (Michel) 
64 Nevsky Prospekt 
30 UL Kirochnaya 
Baltic Rly. Stn. 
Tsarskoe Selo Rly. Stn. 
73 Shlusselburg Propsekt. 
44 Shlusselburg Rd., Smolienskoe Village 
Ministry of the Interior, Aptekarsky Is. (open only in summer) 
6/8 UI. Bolshaya Koniuchennaya 
Ministry of the Interior, Alexander Theatre Square 
Rzhevskaya Sloboda. 
Alexandrovskoe School, Smolny Institut. 
Ministry of Ways and Communications, Obukhov Bridge, Fontanka. 
Finland Rly. Stn. 
13 Kalashnikovskaya Quay. 
24 English Prospsekt 
69 Kronverksky Prospekt 
Okhtensky Porokhovoi Works (Gunpowder Factory) 
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XXXI 3 Strelninskaya UI., Moscow Gate 
XXXII 9 Simeonovsky Lane. 
XXXIII 36 UL Novaya Yamskaya 
XXXIV 33 2nd Linia, Vassili Ostrov. 
XXXV Shuvalovo (only in summer) 
XXXVI Police Department, UL Panteleimonskaya. 
XXXVII Cotton Factory, Volynkina Village 
XXXVIII Nikolai Rly. Stn. 
XXXIX Warsaw Rly. Stn. 

Nos. XIX and XXI were not open to the public. From their situation it would seem doubtful 
whether all the others were open to the public, No. XXX for example! It will be seen that sometimes. 
the post and the telegraph offices were in close proximity making co-operation easy. The 3rd Branch 
Post Office and the 5th Telegraph Office were in the same building and the 1st Branch Post Office was 
next door to the 13th Telegraph Office. 

The above particulars have been translated from the French in "Saint-Petersbourg et ses environs" 
Jean B. Elaroff, 1892. 

MORE FLAWS 

Prof. 0. Winterstein 

The notes which follow may perhaps be read in conjunction with the very interesting article on 
plate flaws by Dr. A. H. Wortman which appeared in B.J.R.P. 45. 

lk. of 1865 
"F" instead of Roman "I." (Fig. 1). (See also later under lk. of 1886). 

10k. of 1865 
A further example of the flaw in the S.E. corner, the split figure "0," has been found on a piece 

cancelled by the Warsaw numeral "l" in four squares. (Fig. 2). 

lk. in 1866 
SG 18a black and yellow; on a loose stamp, cancelled St. Peters burg, in red, the Roman "I" is 

transformed into a "L" the foot, however, being turned to the left side, elongated, and thickened. (Fig. 
3). 

2k. of 1875 
(a) The break in the lower part of the oval under the first "I" of the Roman figure "Il" has been 

found on a pane of 25 as No. 16; and on four used examples. The break over the "D" can be seen on 
No. 19, and we have two used examples. 10-12 stamps of the same pane of 25 show the oval over the 
"D" thinned or a bit impressed, perhaps the beginning of a break. 

(b) The missing right half of the serif on the letter "YAT" exists seven times on our pane; Nos. 2, 
5, 15, 16, 21, 23, and 24; that is 28% of the total sheet. Nos. 5 and 15 are combined with the Wilson 
flaw. 

(c) On a postcard we find an incomplete Wilson flaw; as usual, the foot of "2" touches the 
frame of the hexagon but the neighbouring hexagon has no white spot behind the "2." 

(d) On a card we find another flaw; the hexagon near the second "O" in POCHTOVAYA has 
lost its "2" and this is replaced by a white dot, visible even without lens. 

(e) A rare flaw (certificate Dr. P. Jemtschoujin) has been in my collection since 1957. A 
single of the 2k. vertically laid (SG 35), shows in the N.W. comer (close to the value 2) a flaw in the 
second row of the background, visible as a white spot. The next hexagon, close to the left part of the 
crown, has Jost its normal frame and its "2." It is changed to a red ring. It has been named "star 
instead of 2." (See Fig. 4). 
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7k. of 1875 
A pane of 25 shows a small break at the bottom of the grey oval below the second "I" of the 

Roman "VII." We can confirm that it is No. 20. Further, we have found five used among 200 stamps 
checked. This flaw is described in the "Cercle Philatelique France-U.R.S.S." Imperial Russia catalogue, 
Paris 1964, page 53, No. 24 (i). 

8k. of 1875 
The upper half of the "8" in the N.E. corner is not complete and looks like a hat on the lower 

half of the "8," united to it only by thin lines. We have this flaw on a cover and on a loose stamp, 
both cancelled 1875. (Fig. 5). 

However, on a sheet of 100, and on a S.E. pane of 25 we find no break over the "8" in the N.E. 
corner. We do, however; mention some small flaws on the complete sheet; position No. 8 near the "8" 
in S.E. corner-the lower curl is thickened, and the upper circle in the S.W. is broken. Pos. No. 23; 
the "B" looks like a "D." Pos. No. 25, S.E. corner; a curl is broken. Pos. No. 29; a fine black dot 
under the lower S.W. curl. Pos. Nos. 24, 36, 38 and 59; red oval broken. Pos. No. 47; short pointed 
stroke under the lower S.W. curl. Pos. No. 61; (a) the S.W. hem of the Tsar's mantle, just above "OC" 
and near "VIII" shows a white area, and the normal design is lost. (b) white spot under "R" of 
"MARKA .. " Pos. No. 64; E. of Tsar's mantle some dots are missing. Pos. No. 67; the S.E. of the 
red oval touches the red centre, recorded also on the pane of 25. Pos. No. 90; short white stroke under 
the S.E. "8," recorded also on the pane of 25. Breaks in the outer frame line can be found at various 
places on about 30 % of the stamps. 

lk. of 1883 
N.W. pane of 25; no example with acute accent over the Roman "I" (see page 4, B.J.R.P. 45). 

2k. of 1883 
On a N.W. pane of 25; no green stroke in the cyrillic "P." No. 7 (Pos. 12); right half of the serif 

of the letter "Y AT" is missing. 

7k. of 1883 
On a N.W. pane of 25; no blue dot within the outer oval. No break at the N.E. corner circle. 

No. 18 S.E. corner; near the lower curl two tiny blue dots at the inner side of the inner circle. 

14k. of 1883 
On a N.W. pane of 25 we find the flaw 1 as mentioned by Dr. Wortman; it is No. 11. The 

N.W. circle is damaged and the tip of the figure "1" is displaced. No. 13; the background under 
the N.E. circle shows a little blue dot. No. 15; the N.W. circle has a white dot oppo,ite to the figure 1. 

lk. of 1886 
We find the letter "F" instead of the Roman figure "I" on the lk. black and yellow of the year 

1865 without watermark (S.G. No. 12) and not on lk. of 1886. Our stamp has a red cancellation of 
MOCKBA 10. 0kt.; year not to be seen. 

lk. of 1889 
On a sheet of 100: no stamp with a missing ball of curl. We mention Pos.45: oniy one stop after 

KOP; the lower one is missing. Pos. 52: break of the S.W. circle round figure 1. Pos; (72) and 75: 
the lower line in "D" of "ODNA" is interrupted. Pos. 100: break of the S.E. circle round figure "l." 

2k. of 1889 
We have a sheet of 100, "A'' and mention the following: Pos. 53: the upper N.W. curl is broken 

Pos. 56: "O" in "KOP" broken bottom. Pos. 79: "K". in "KOP" deformed; the right part of the foot 
is twisted and touches the left part of the foot; and on the same stamp, the lower N.W. curl is broken. 

3k. of 1889 
Sheet of 100 without marking: no white spot on the Roman "III." We mention Pos. 5: bottom 

of "O" in "KOP" broken.. Post. 7.: N.E. corner "thin 3," the lower half of the figure .. 3,, is very small. 
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Pos. 14: bottom of "O" in "KOP" broken. Post. _ 19: at the bottom of the first "I" of the Roman "III" 
is a fine white hook, towards the second· 'I." Post. 24: white stroke in "TCH" of "POTCHTOV A YA.'' 
:i>os. 43: the right half of the serif of "R" in "TRI" is missing. Pos. 93: upper part of "O" in "KOP" 
broken; same stamp: S.W. corner upper curl broken. 

7k. of 1889 
A sheet of 100 without marking: no scratch as described by W. Huddy. No blob near the lower 

arrow-head on the left. Several minor flaws as breaks. We mention pos. 30: lower part of "E" in 
"CEM" is broken. Pos. 92: blue spot over "T" and "O" of"POTCHTOVAYA" perhaps accidentally. 
Only three used stamps with minor flaws. 

14k. of 1889 . 
Sheet without marking: Pos. 21: circle N.W. break. Pos. 25: circle N.W. break. Pos. 44: 

circle N£. white dot near 4. Pos. 71: as Pos. 21, but in meantime with a white dot near "M" of 
"MARKA" in the mantle. Pos. 80: as Pos. 25. Several damaged "4" in "14." 

Sk. of 1902 
Oose to the left side serif of the Roman "V" there is easy to be seen a white spot. We have one 

unused example. (See Fig. 6). 

7k. of 1902 
Sheet of 100 marked 3 A 03: no abnorm "R" in "MARKA." Several minor flaws. Pos. 74: 

7 at N.E. corner deformed. . An easy to be seen flaw is the "empty corners," We have one used example. 
The triangles in the N.W. and in the S.E. corner, close to the circle round the figure "7" are white instead 
of blue. · 

14k. of 1902 
Sheet AO6A: none of the above mentioned flaws of 1889. 

70k. of 1902 
The white patch in the hem of the mantle over the "P" of "KOP," found by Dr. A. H. Wort

man, is No. 25 of the N.W. pane of 25 or Pos. 45 in the sheet. We find it only once in a sheet of 100. 
It seems to be caused by a small plate-break. Only visible with the lens is a minor flaw at Pos. 13 (or 
in N.W. pane of 25, No. 8). The flag of "7" in N.E. "70" shows a small white stroke. Apart from this 
the printing of our sheet is excellent. These two flaws cannot be found on our two sheets with varnish 
lines (S.G. No. 105), nor on three sheets of 70k. imperf. (S.G. No. 166). 

tok. of 1889 
On a sheet on horizontally laid paper we find breaks of the frame-line on four stamps, that is 

4%: corner N.W. 1, N.E. 2, bottom 1. We count about 10% of breaks of the inner oval line, mostly 
near the tip of the lower leftside arrow. 

tok. of 1904 
Sheet marked A 04 D 3: we find only one stamp with a frame break at the N. W. corner, Pos. 20: 

that is 1 %- But among 250 used stamps we have 8 with broken frames, situated at N.W. corner 2, at 
N.E. 1, at S.W. 1, at S.E. 3, and bottomline 1; that is 3 %. 

We mention further a distinct blue spot between "1" and "0" o/"10"; we have two used examples, 
the spots being at just the same level. This flaw does not exist on our whole sheet. 

Pos. 28 and 29 and partially Pos. 48 show another flaw. A horizontal blue line, just crossing 
the thunderbolts, on a second one just below thein. is missing. The result is a very visible broad white 
line. Similar, but much smaller is a partially missing blue line between "1" and "O," leaving a little 
white square. This is Pos. 93. 

SR. of 1918 
I confirm the opinion of Dr. A. H. Wortman, that the flaw of No. 42 in the sheet of 50, ~rf. 13½, 

is caused by damage to the plate. We have this flaw on a deep blue coloured sheet, but not on a light 
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one (S.G. 146a). A registered cover with 18 stamps of 5R. perf. 13½, oval railway cancel from Odessa 
24.10.22 to Berlin, proves that the flaw is on No. 42. We do not find this flaw on a sheet perf. 12½. 

We have tried to find the flaws as described by Dr. A. H. Wortman. The results are not very 
useful. One loose mint stamp shows little blue dots between "A" and "YA" and over "MA" in 
"MARKA." Another one (No. 2 or No. 4) has tiny dots after the first "A" and after the "K" in 
"MARKA." A third stamp (No. 47) has a dot after the last "A." 

On a sheet; on a mint strip of 14 stamps of the last two vertical rows of a sheet; on a cover with 
a block of 10, and on some singles, perf. 12½, we found: No. 18 has two little flaws: (a) dot between 
"A" and "YA" at the bottom; (b) a dot below the second "A" of "MARKA." This flaw is constant. 
We have it three times. No. 26 has two tiny dots in the ornament below "B" and "YA" in "POTCH
TOVA YA." No. 27 has a dot in the ornament under "B." No. 33 shows dots over "M" and in the 
ornament below "B" and "YA." No. 37: the right part of the ornament telow "POTCHTOVA YA" 
is damaged. The same sheet shows twenty more minor flaws. The SR. perf. 12½, catalogue "Cercle 
Paris" No. 76E, page 69, was the fifth printing which was not very carefully done. 

The same flaw as described on a sheet perf. 12½ No. 33 with the three dots is in my collection 
with perf. 13½. We do not find it on a sheet i:erf. 13½. It is on a registered cover with three SR. stamps 
and one 10k. with varnish lines. This cover is cancelled Odessa 27.6.21, bearing the famous "three 
triangle marking" (Fig. 5, B.J.R.P. No. 43, page 16) of 28.6.21. and reaching Tubingen 16.July 1921. 

The wide "A" is listed in the 1964 catalogue of the Cercfe Phil. France U.R.S.S., Imperial Russia, 
page 68, No. 76 (h) as 13th stamp in a sheet of 50. We have one loose mint stamp with this clear variety, 
but on three sheets of 50 there is none, nor on a sheet of imperf. stamps. Probably the retouch was 
necessary after a long run of printing (See. Fig. 7). 

The raising of postal rates during the revolutionary period often necessitated additional stamps 
of the Rouble values arid a cover could need a big block or even half or practically a whole sheet. These 
type of covers are useful for our studies. 

YET MORE FLAWS 

Dr. M. Gould and Leonard Tann 

We are also indebted to Dr. M. Gould (Belfast) and to Rev. L. Tann (Hendon) for sending in 
notes on further apparent plate flaws in their collections. 

Dr. Gould expresses the hope that the following examples from his collection may be of interest. 

2k. of 1889 
With reference to the illustration (Fig. 10) of Dr. Wortman's article in BJRP 45, I have an example 

which may be the same flaw, or similar. In my example there is no break in the frame below the Roman 
figures "II." It is a used stamp from St. Peters burg (small double ring postmark, apparently of the 
Town post). Apart from the lack of break in the frame, the flaw is as illustrated in BJRP 45. 

2k. of 1888 
I have a used example showing a break in the curl below the N.E. "2" (See Fig. 1). 

Sk. of 1866 
Are "plug repairs" as seen on GB issues of this period known on Russian stamps? I have two 

stamps which appear to show this, one of which is a 5k. of 1866. This stamp has two black spots 
(repairs?), one in the N.W. corner, one at the right base of the crown, in addition to flaws on the left 
ornament by the "V" (See Figs 2, 3 and 4). · 

10k. of 1875 
This stamp has one plug also like a repair . . (See Fig. 5). 

Rev. Leonard Tann sends us the following notes also in · addition · to Dr. Wortrnan's original 
article. ·· 
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lk. of 1889 
On the 1889/94 printing of the lk. orange, often the background is faint, or fractured owing to 

wear. As will be seen from the illustration (Fig. 6), an area of background shading in the centre has 
been omitted, leaving a white space by the eagle's sceptre and wing. The same stamp shows an obvious 
weakness in the "DNA" of the word "ODNA" (one) at the foot. 

5k. of 1909 
On a copy of the 5k. (1909 series) in what appears to be a war-time printing, in the upper scroll, 

there is a dot, like a full stop, between the "P" and "O" of POTCHTOV A YA. This flaw is known 
but is now plated as No. 99 on the sheet. (See Fig. 7). • 

ASCHER-THE LISTING OF ZEMSTVO POSTAL STATIONERY 

From the point of view of the collector of Russian and associated countries, the most important 
listing of postal stationery was the work completed forty-six years ago by Dr. Ascher. His catalogue 
of postal stationery of the world-"Grosser Ganzsacher-Katalog"-was published in two volumes 
between 1925 and 1928 by Robert Noske, of Leipzig, Germany, running together to over 1,000 pages of 
fine print. As a tribute to this monumental work, now somewhat overshadowed-but not necessarily 
replaced-by more modern publications, C. C. Handford has provided us with a translation of the listing 
of Zemstvo postal stationery. This we take the liberty of publishing even though we have been unsuccess
ful in contacting the present owner of the original publication. We are also grateful to John Lloyd 
for typing out the manuscript. The Ascher catalogue, should one ever be fortunate enough to procure 
a copy, contains most valuable lists of Russia (to 1927); Russian Post in China; the Levant; Armenia; 
Batum; Far Eastern Republic; Ukraine; Poland and Finland. The pricings are in German marks 
(1928) and are now much out-dated, though some still serve as an indication of relative scarcity. Sizes 
of postal stationery are given in millimetres, variations in size often being recorded. 

The Imperial Postal Authorities only delivered or collected letters to or from the main post offices 
in the circuit. For more local deliveries, as well as for traffic within the circuit, some Zemstvo Districts 
arranged to produce their own stamps and postal stationery. 

ARZAMAS (Nizhni-Novgorod Govt.) 
This district never issued its own envelopes. Any that are found are forgeries. 

BOGORODSK (Moscow Govt.) 
Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 138-142mm. x 78-85mm. 

(b) 186-187 x 115-121 
(c) 188-190 X 124-127 
(d) 148 x 122 
(e) 140 X 110 
(f) 138 X 112 

1869. Stamp value on the flap. Horseman to the right. 

I. Wavy lined 
1. 5k. blue (Bar shaded) t· 
2. 5k. red a, d. 50-

Type of flap: 
II. Curved. 
a, b. 2.50 

t 

White'. 

III. Straight 
a, b, c. 4-

c. 40-
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1871. Horseman to the left. Nos. 3 and 4 in five types. 
3. 5k. blue. Paper white laid a 25-
4. 5k. red. do. c, e. 50-
5. 10k. blue. do. t 
6. 10k. red. do. t 

1876 Changed horseman (10 types). 
7. 5k. blue. Paper white laid. f. 3.-

1879. Horseman to the right, similar to Type 1 (8 types). 
8. 10k. blue (Bar shades). Paper White. b. 2-
Wrappers: Sizes: (a) 455-460 x 29 

(b) 338 x 30 
(c) 313 X 28 

1869. Stamps similar to Type 1. Paper White. 
1. 5k. blue (Bar shaded) a, b 
2. 5k. red ( do. ) a, c. 

1871. Stamps as Type 3. Paper White (only one cut-out found). 
3. 5k. blue 
4. 5k. red 

t 
t 

c. 3.50 
c. 3-

10-

2.-
3.-

t 

The wrappers did not serve as printed matter; but for in-going letters through the Imperial post, 
which had to be despatche:l in the circuit and vice versa. 

BRONNITZY (Moscow Govt.) 
Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 145 x 79 

(b) 141 x 111-115 
(c) 187 X 117 
(d) 138 x 113 
(e) 138 X 75 

1868. Stamps value on straight flaps. 
1. 5k. lilac blue 

(a) yellowish, ungummed. 
(b) grey-white, gummed 

1875 (?). The same but on curved flaps. 

2. 5k. blue (Bar shaded) 
3. 5k. blue ( do. ) white laid paper 

KHERSON (Kherson Govt.) 
Envelopes Size: 156 x 123 

1895. Straight flap. (2 types). 
1. 5k. dark green. White paper 

1911 
2. 5k. light green. White paper 

a. 50.
t 

b. 5.
b. 4-

I grey-white (rough). II white (smooth) 
c. 2- c. 25-
d. 25- e. 3-

5.-

10.-
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FATEZH (Kursk Govt.) 
Envelopes Sizes : (a) 137-143 x 77- 85 

(b) 139-142 x 109-115 
(c) 146 X 117 
(d) 138 x 66- 69 
(e) 111 X 67 

1871. Handstamp on straight flap. 
I . 4k. blue on grey paper (with wmk AR and crown) a. 75.-

2. 4k. blue b. 
3. 6k. red b. 
1873 Handstamp on curved flap 

4. 4k. blue on white laid paper 
5. 6k. red do. 
1876-1881 Colour change 
6. 4k. indigo on white laid paper 
7. 6k. red-lilac do. 

1. Yellowish coarse-grained JI White, thin 
50.- 20.-
50.- 25.-

I Inside White 
a, b. 1.50 
b, c. b. 1.50 

II Inside coloured 
3.-

b, c. 4.-

b. 
b. 

6.-
6.-

1882-1886. Stamp value at top right on front. Curved flap. 
Inside paper: I. White II. Coloured Ill. Blue and red marked 

8. 4k. indigo on white laid paper b, c. 5.- b. 20.- b. 15.-
9. 6k. red do. a, b, c. 6- b. 15.- b, d. 15.-
1890-1893. Similar but with pointed flap. Handstamp right, rarely left. 
10. 4k. blue green to dark blue 

(on white laid paper) 
11. 6k. red-lilac do. 
1900 Colour change. 

Stamp value at: 
12. 4k. ultramarine on 

white laid paper 
13. 6k. carmine do. 

a, b, c. 3.-

I. Front top left 

a, 
a, 

4.-
6.-

b, c. 5.-
b. 20.-

II Reverse side 

12.-
12.-

KADNIKOV (Vologda Govt.) 
Envelopes Sizes: (a) 142 x 88 

(b) 148 x 115 
1894. Stamp value at top right. Curved flap. 

1. 4k. grey-green. White paper 
I. diagonally laid 

1.50 
1908. Surcharge under the stamp value 
2. 3k. lilac surcharge on 4k. grey green 

KAZAN (Kaz.an Govt.) 
Envelopes Sizes: (a) 141 x 91 

(b) 140-145 x 112-120 
(c) 185 X 120 
(d) 145 x 80 
(e) 187 X 127 

1870 Handstamp on the flap. 
1. (6k) blue, dark blue. 

"3 kop." 
b. 

(a) pointed flap, ungummed, Yellowish white paper 
(b) curved flap, ungummed. Yellowish white paper 
(c) curved flap, gummed. Yellowish white paper 

II vertic:1.lly laid 
3.50 

a 
b 
b 

50.-

100.-
100.-
50.-
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(d) straight flap, cut under flap, yellowish white paper c . 50.-
(e) straight flap, cut under flap, yellowish white paper b 100.-
(f) curved flap. White laid paper ? 80.-

1884 New handstamp on printed flap. 
2. (6k.) red lilac. 

(a) white paper, narrow laid b, d. 6.-
(b) white paper, wide laid b 4.-
(c) inside paper coloured (yellow, blue) laid paper b 6.-
(d) white paper e 20.-

Valid only with signature of Chairman and Assessors of District Office. 

LUGA (St. Petersburg Govt.) 
Envelopes Size: 150 x 111 

1886. Stamp value top left. Curved flap. 
1. 3k. red. yellowish white paper. 
1888 Colour change. 
2. 3k. rose carmine on white laid paper (narrow or wide) 

OKHANSK (Perm Govt.) 
Envelopes Size: 142 x 116 

1.50 

1894. Stamp value top right; "Hook" badly printed, SAKASSOZNE in black inscribed 
underneath: By the Chairman of the Okhansk District 1894. 

1. 5k. rose-carmine, white laid paper 2.-

OSTER (Chernigov Govt.) 
Envelopes Sizes: (a) 141 x 76 

(b) 143 x 114 

1889 Stamp value top left. Curved flap. White laid paper. 
1. 3k. red brown, light brown 

withdrawn in 1900 

PSKOV (Pskov Govt.) 
Post Cards Size: 145 x 95 

1892 Stamp value left; grey-blue. 

a, b. 1.80 

1. 1 ½k. dark blue. 1.-
1892 As before but with overprint indicating that the card could not be forwarded by Imperial 

Post. 
2. 1 ½k. dark blue. 

(a) overprint in black -.50 
(b) overprint in black, red above 2.50 

RZHEV (Tver Govt.) 
Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 140 x 107 

(b) 148-151 x 116-121 
(c) 140-148 X 80-85 
(d) 153 x 125 
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1888. Oval stamp, top left. Curved flap. 
I. white laid paper II. yellow thin paper 

1. 3k. lilac. a, 200.- b . . 75.-. 
2. 3k. blue (a) a, c. 25.- b. 20.-

(b) grey blue, grained 
1891. Round stamp. 

c .... . ... '. .... 50.-

3. 3k. gold on grey blue 
do. yellow 
do. blue grey grained paper 
do. on white laid paper, 

I. Value top left 
b, d. 2.-
b, d. 1.50 
b, c. 3.-

II Value top 
b, c. 2.-

t 
t 

inside coloured c. 2.- t 
do. white thick paper b, c. 3.- b. 2.-

4. 3k. blue, on white thick paper e. 3.-
5. 3k. brick red. on white thick paper c. 2.-

right 

On the 3k. envelope with coloured paper inside, the following colours can be found; rose, violet 
light blue, light yellow, and green. 

SHATSK (Tambov Govt.) 
Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 147 x 116-120 

(b) 152 x 123 

1889. Stamp value top right, curved flap. 
1. 3k. black (a) white laid paper 

(b) white thick paper 
(c) yellow paper 
(d) · grey granite paper 

SOROKI (:Qessarabia Govt.) 
Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 150 x 113 

(b) 142 x 78 
1880. Stamp value top right. Straight flap. 

a. 
a. 
a. 
a. 

1. 3k. black, white paper a. 
1892. Colour change. 
2. 3k. brick red, white paper b. 

TOTMA (Vologda Govt.) 
Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 196 x 123 

(b) 149 x 123 
(c) 141-147 X 87-90 

1895. Stamp value top right. Straight flap. 
1. 4k. rose on (a) white paper a. 

3.-
10.-

3.-
3.-

(b) white .. laid paper b, c. 
(c) grey laid paper c. 
(d) grey ·granite paper b. 

2. 7k. blue on (a) white paper a. 
(b) white laid paper b. 

(No. 2 for registered letters only) 
Same design but with curved flap. 

3. 4k. rose. Thin grey paper c. 

TOROPETZ (Pskov Govt.) 
Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 143 x 108 

(b) 181-184 x 113-117 

1.50 

1.50 

2.-
1.50 
1.50 
2.-
3.-
2.50 

1.50 
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(c) 144-149 X 112-118 
(d) 196 x 127 
(e) 142-148 X 79 
(/) 137 X 76 

1871. Handstamped on flap. Nos. 1 and 2 curved flap; No. 
1. 5k. blue. On white (tinted) laid paper a. 
2. 5k. black. On white (tinted) laid paper a. 
3. 10k. black. On yellowish white paper b. 

These envelopes were withdrawn in 1875 

3 straight flap. 
200.-
25.-
50.-

1897. Gummed stamp on the front, top right; beneath, the name of the District Office 
and number. 

4. 5k. lilac on (a) white laid paper, flap straight rounded off c. 1.-
(b) blue grey, pointed flap · c. 1.-
(c) brownish yellow, pointed flap d. 1.-
(d) brownish grey, curved flap c. I.-

The same as above, but without the lower overprint. Handstamp right or left. 
curved flap. 

5. 5k. lilac on 

TULA (Tula Govt.) 

(a) white laid paper 
(b) · light yellow paper 
(c) thin grey paper 
(d) blue grey paper 
(e) blue grey granite paper 
<n chamois paper 

Envelopes: Sizes: .(a) 191-198 x 125-135 
(b) 183-194 x 115-126 
(c) 182 X 48 
(d) 151 x 69 
(e) 146-152 X 122 
(n 146 X 78-86 
(g) 140-147 X 113-120 
(h) 139 . x 111 
(i) 145 X 88 
(k) 140 x 64 
(/) 138-145 X 80 
(m) 134 X 66 
(n) 120 X 93 

(A) With control stamps . 
1868. Round embossed stamp on curveJ flap. 

c, f. 
c. 
c. 
e. 
c. 
e. 

1.-
1.
I.
I.
I.
I.-

1. (5k.) colourless on (a) white paper a, f. 20.-
(b) white laid paper a, b. 15-. 

No. 5f. has a 

1873. Similar embossed stamp but with additional coloured box stamp on top. (Type I 
see illustration) 

I. Curved flap II. Straight flap 
2. 2k. black-green, blue (line shade:!) on 

(a) white paper a, b, g, h. 5.- b, h. I. 3.-
(b) · white laid ;,aper g, h, k, I. 3.- e. 3.-

Similar box stamp as above, on left or right top on front. (also inverted) 1880. 
3. 5k. grey blue on (a) white paper e, I. 3.-

(b) white laid paper b, g, I. 3.-
1876. Coloured box stamp (Type II-see illustration) below the flap, at times right, left, 

or on the embossed stamp. Also found irrverted. 
4. 5k. blue (line shaded) on 

(a) white paper (thin 
or thick) k, g. 

(b) white laid paper h, I. 
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5.-
3.-

a, b. 
g, I. 

2.-
2.-
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5. 5k. black on (a) white paper 
(b) white laid paper 
(c) yellow paper 
(d) grey paper 

L 
g, I. 
e, g, I. 
a. 

1.-
2.-
2.-

10.-

b. 
e. 

n. 

1.-
1.
t 
1.-

1880. Round embossed stamp on the upper flap, and oval handstamp on the lower flap, 
At times the position of both stamps are changed, and even the oval handstamp is 
beneath the embossed stamp. 

6. 5k. blue (line shaded) on 
(a) white paper 
(b) grey paper 
(c) white laid paper 
(d) white laid paper 

g, I. 1.50 a, b. 
a, h. 5.-
e, g, h, I. 1.50 a, b. 

(coloured inside) k, I. 1.-
1.50 (e) yellow paper e, I. 

1880. Round handstamp at the top, oval handstamp on lower flap. 
7. 5k. blue and dark blue g, I. 2.-

5.
t 
5.-

t 
t 

with round handstamp on back, with box stamp (Type I) on front. 
8. 5k. violet and 

lilac blue on (a) grey paper b. 1.-
(b) yellow paper d, g. I.-

As for previous item, but with box stamp (Type II) on front. 
I. Curved flap II. Straight flap 

9. 5k. violet and lilac 
blue on (a) yellowish white 

paper b. 1.- t 
(b) yellow thin paper d, g. 1.- I.-

Round handstamp on top, boxstamp (Type II) on lower flap. 
10. 5k. violet and black on 

(a) white paper a. 5.-
(b) yellow paper g. 1.50 

As before but handstamp substituted. 
11. 5k. violet and 

ultramarine on (a) yellowish white 
paper a. 

(b) thin yellow paper a. 
(c) white laid paper g, I. 
(d) white laid paper, 

inside coloured k. 

1881. Both handstamps on the front. 
Box stamp Type I 

12. 5k. violet and 

3.-
2.-
2.-

1.-

Box stamp Type II. 

grey-black on (a) white laid paper e. 1.- 1.-
(b) thin yellow paper e. t 1.-

Handstamp and Box stamp (Type I) impressed on the left of Imperial Postal stationery envelope 
No. 24, 7k. blue, for wider delivery within the Empire. 

13. 5k.-7k. violet and black 5.-
(B) Without Control Stamps 
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1880. Oval handstamp impressed on the back at top, or below, sometimes inverted. 
I. curved flap II. straight flap 

14. 5k. blue (line shaded) on 
(a) white paper 
(b) grey laid paper 
(c) grey-white paper 

a, g. L-
b, g, h, I, m. -75 e. 
a. 1.-

t 
1.-
t 
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1885. As before but impressed on front, sometimes inverted. 
15. 5k. blue on (a) white paper . a, b, e, f, I. 1.- a. -75 

(b) white laid paper e, h, 1. 1.- h, I. l.-
(c) yellow paper 

(bright or ceep) e, f, g, I. 1.- ·d, g. 1.-
(d) · grey paper e. 1.- d. l.-
(e) flesh coloured 

paper I. 1.50 t 
(f) grey-white paper t n. 3.-

Oval handstamp impressed at top right. Box stamp Type I on lower flap. 
16. 5 + 5k. greenish blue, on white paper c. 1.-
1885. Oval handstamp impressed at top left on front. 

17. 5k. greenish blue, on white laid paper g. . ..... 1.50 
Oval handstamp over all four flaps; with box stamp Type I at top right. 

18. 5 + 5k. greenish blue, on white laid paper c. 3.-
Box stamp Type I on curved flap. 

19. 5k. bright blue, on white laid paper g, I. 1.-
Box stamp Type I at top right on No. 20c, No. 21a (I), and No. 21 c(g) at top left. 

I. curved flap II. straight flap 
20. 5k. blue (line shaded ) on 

(a) rough white paper a. 
(b) smooth white paper a, e, d. 
(c) white laid paper e, g, I. 
(d) grey paper e. 
(e) yellow paper e, I. 
(f) flesh coloured paper g, I. 

21. 5k. violet on 
(a) white paper e, I. 
(b) grey paper b. 
(c) white laid paper 

1887-1888 

2.-
2.- a. 
1.50 d, g. 
2.-
1.50 d, g. 
1.50 I. 

1.- a. 
1.-

t g. 

t 
1.-
1.50 
t 

1.50 
1.-

-.75 
t 
-.50 

Oval handstamp at top right, except on No. 22a (g, 1) and No. 22b (g) when it is at top left. 
- 22. 5k. violet on 

(a) white paper b, d, g, I. 1.- t 
(b) white laid paper e, g, I. -. 75 g. 1.50 
(c) grey paper · a, e, f, I. -. 75 b, f. -.50 
(d) yellow paper d, e, g. -. 75 d. -.50 

1887. Box stamp Type II impressed at right on reverse, inverted curved flap. 
23. 5k. black. on white laid paper g. 3.-
24. 5k. blue on white laid paper g. 3.-

From 15th February, 1888 only adhesive stamps were used. 

UST-SYSOLSK (Vologda Govt.) 
Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 180 x 115 

(b) 178-183 x 123-128 
(c) 104-112 X 63-64 
(d) 115 x 80 (according to MoensJ 
(e) 148-152 X 119-121 
(/) 147-157 X 88-92 
(g) J58-}6} X 125-131 
(h) 130 x 81 

1871. Stamp value at top left. Inscription abbreviated. 
1. 3k. red. on grey-white paper . a. . . . .. . .. 100.-

As before, inscription abbreviated, straight flap. 
2. 3k. red. on grey-white paper a, b, c, d. 10.-

From 1st February, 1872 until 1889 only adhesive stamps were used. 
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1889 (May). Stamp value at top left. Straight pointed flap. 
3. 2k. carmine. on white laid paper e, f. 2.-
1889. As before, but in the design the hook on the right is flatter, but on the left, thin and 
bent. The flap is straight, but rounded off. 
4. 2k. carmine. on white laid paper e, f. 2.-
1890. As before, but design without hook on the right; blunted end. 
5. 2k. red. a yellowish-white laid paper f. 2.-
1891. As before, but design with sharp point on the right; curved flap. 
6. 2k. carmine. on white laid paper a. 2.-
1893 (April). As before, but scroll has completed point; straight flap. 
7. 2k. carmine. on yellowish-white laid paper f. 2.-
1893 (End). As before, but scroll on the right has thick triangle; curved flap. 
8. 2k. carmine, brick-recJ. 

on white laid paper g. 1.50 
1894. For registered letters. Stamp value at top right. Straight flap. 
9. 5k. ultramarine and carmine. 

on white paper g, f. 3.-
1895. Stamp value at top right. g-curved flap. f-straight flap. 

10. 2k. blue, red and brown. on white paper g, f. 1.-
1899. As before. e-straight flap. h-curved flap. 

11. 2k. brown, carmine, and rose. 
on white paper e, h. 1.-

VOLTCHANSK (Kharkov Govt.) 
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Envelopes: Sizes: (a) 136 x 75 
. (b) 142 x 112 

1868, Handstamp on curved flap. 
I. Yellowish white II white laid 

thick paper paper 
1. 5k. black a, b. 5.- 3.-
2. 5k. blue b. 6.- 3.-
3. 5k. red b. . ............ .... . 4.-
4. 5k. black (inside papers can be in any of 

6 different colours) b. 
5. 5k. red (inside papers can be in any of 

6 different colours) b. 
1869. Handstamp at top right or left, but Nos. 8-10 only at top right. 
6. 5k. black on (a) yellowish white 

7. 5k. blue on 

thick paper 
(b) thin white paper 
(c) white laid paper 
(a) thin white paper 

a. 
b. 
b. 
b. 

(b) white laid paper a, b. 
8. 5k. red on white laid paper b. 
9. 5k. black (inside papers can be in any of 

6 different colours b. 
10. 5k. blue (inside papers can be in any of 

6 different colours) b. 
From 1872 only adhesive stamps were used. 

1.50 

2.-

3.-
3.-
3.-

3.50 
2.50 
2.50 

2.-

2.-
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USAGE EXTRAORDINARY 
Leonard Tann 

As in any country, postage stamps are issued on the authority of the Government and are author
ised for postal use, and are recognised throughout the UPU. All the stamps and postal stationery 
issued in Russia, and sold at post offices in China and Turkey relied on the final authority of the Tsar. 
Yet we find some items of postal interest used in a manner that can only be described as "Usage Extra
ordinary." 

The period of the Great War has given philatelists much material, but among the more curious 
items are the stamps and covers cancelled by Austrian or German Fieldpostmarks. There can be little 
doubt that as the war zone fluctuated to and fro, that towns and villages changed hands, and with them 
post offices with their stocks of stamps, stationery, cancellers, money order forms and the rest. What 
happened · to the vast proportion of these stocks, in the absence of eye-witness evidence, is conjecture. 
Maybe post offices were destroyed by shelling destroying the contents; maybe the contents were looted 
and sold to collectors; maybe the stamps were retained as curios by passing soldiers. But there is no 
reason to suppose that the battlihg forces in the. European field were exceptions to the general rule that 
mail from serving personnel is conveyed at a reduced rate or even free of charge. Some later items of 
mail from British Forces in North Russia franked by the lr stamp suggests that a reduced rate was some
times appropriate, although front line troops were probably exempted even from this. 

Illustrated are four items of such extraordinary uses of Russian stamps. The first item is a Stat
ionery Card with an imprinted 3k Romanov stamp, Alexander Ill, from the 1913 Jubilee series. The 
imprinted inscription "POCHTOVAYA KARTOCHKA" has been endorsed "FELD-" in pencil, 
and the imprinted stamp has been cancelled by an imperfect postmark reading, ''K . D. FELD~ 
POST .... D, 4 CAVALL. DIV. 9 16." Almost certainly from captured stocks in occupied Poland, 
the card did in fact see postal service to the heart of enemy Germany. Only the use of the imprinted 
stamps is questionable-, and it .is. strange that the battalion or company officers in charge of post can
celled the portrait of a monarch of an enemy country. Still, it was not an adhesive deliberately stuck 
on, but was already printed on. 

Our second item shows a postcard of German origin, with German "FELDPOSTKARlE" 
in Gothic lettering, be:uing a lk stamp from the 1909 series. There are two cancels, the first in mauve, 
the second in black. The first one reads "KONIGLISH PREUSSISCHES POSTSTEMPEL KORPS 
... . OVIANT, AMT. XVII ARMEEKORPS." The black cancel is much clearer. "KAISERL. D. 
FELD-POST AMT. DES/XVII/ARMEE CPS/13-6." It.is unlikely that 2k could have been the postage 
rate, and yet this card saw postal service to a Dr. Quentin in Libava (Libau) which was also occupied. 

Our third item is a cover to Stettin in Germany (today in Poland) from occupied Poland. It 
bears a pair of 1909 lk stamps franked by an oblong mauve cancel reading, "S.B/Res. A.M.K. 9." To 
the right there is a cancel in grey reading, 'K. D. FELDPOSTAMT. 1. RESERVEKORPS 13.1 .b." 
This cover too undoubtedly saw postal service. · 

· Our last item is a 2k Romanov stamp, Alexander II, which was obviously part of stocks in offices 
that fell into the hands of the Austrians during the joint Prusso-Austrian offensive in the Galician dis
tricts. The stamp has been overprinted in red on the face, "K & K FELDPOST," meaning Imperial 
and Royal Fieldpost. It bears a postmark which for all purposes is ,complete. "K & K EIAPPEN
POSTAMT/KLOMNICE. 20-1-16." How philatelic is this item? Considering the extremely large 
numbers of field post stamps were issued by Austria (and considering the large quantities still available 
for philatelists today!) it seems that this can be no more than an officially countenanced "do-it-your
self" fieldpost stamp. 

There are a number of Russian stamps, including Romanovs, used i_n this way, and it would be 
jnteresting if anyone could shed any further light on this corner of Russian philately. 
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THE POST OFFICE HANDSTAMPS OF AZERBAIJAN 

Max A. Ayer 

One of the most -interesting issues of Azerbaijan is the series placed on sale in 1922 bearing Post 
Office handstamps. Due to rapid inflation it was necessary to revalue postage stamps at short notice, 
and this was done by the use of rubber handstamps, the impression of which on the stamps acknow
ledged that a higher sum than the face value had been paid. The Kohl Handbuch (l 926) gives a lengthy 
account of these interesting stamps and a recently published article in the German magazine "Sammler 
Express," by the Soviet philatelist S. Poliakoff, likewise gives details of them, though the information 
from the two sources do not aiways agree. 

The first issue was made on 15th January 1922, and according to Kohl, comprised:-
150R. sold at 7,SOOR. (for postcards) from 15.1.22 to 15.4.22 (Kohl ovpt. Types VA I-IX) 
400R. sold at 17,SOOR. (for inland letters) from 15.1.22 to 15.4.22 (do.) 

5000R. sold at 35,000R. (for regd. letters) from 15.1.22 to 15.4.22 (do.) 

Poliakoff, on the other hand, suggests that four stamps were issued on 15th January 1922, the 
first two as above, but the 3,000R. sold as 50,000R (for registered letters), and the 5,000R. sold as 70,000R. 
for money transfer purposes. 

The stamps were hand stamped by the post offices, and Kohl lists seven different overprints for 
the Baku area:-

Kohl type VA I -Head Post Office, Baku. 
VA II and III-District P.O. No. 1, Baku. 
VA IV -'Baku 927'-a handstamp used on a Baku-Batum postal wagon 
VA V -'Prinyato-'Received'-used at District P.O. No. 2, Baku (although,. 

incidentally, F. G. Chuchin in his Caucasus catalogue, records this 
handstamp as used at Shemhatkha Town P.T.0.). 

VA VI -'Pazezdnoii Tchinovnik'-used on a Baku-~atum postal wagon. 
VA VII -'Natchalnik Bakinskogo zhel-dor. pocht. otdeleniya'-Head Baku 

Railway P.O. 

A further two handstamps are recorded from other offices:-
VA VIII -'Elizavetpol P.T.K.' 
VA IX -'Balakhanskogo P. Pocht. Tel. Otdelenia' (Kohl does not illustrate 

· this handstamp from Balakhany. Chuchin also lists this over
print but does not illustrate it either). 

We are also told that other offices used manuscript annotations except for a few very small offices 
in the Nakhitchevan district, where the stamps were apparently sold at the new rates without any dis
tinguishing mark. 

A second revaluation occurred on i!th April, 1922 due to the continuing increase in postal rates, 
and Kohl lists the following stamps as being issued bearing overprints VA I-III; 

lR. sold at 10,000R. from 15.4.22 to 20.5.22 
SR. sold at 15,000R. from 15.4.22 to 31.5.22 

250R. sold at 33,000R. (for faland letters) from 15.2.22 to 20.5.22 
3,000R. sold at 50,000R. (for foreign letters) from 15.4.22 to 20.5,22 
2,000R. sold at 66,000R. (for registered letters) from 15.4.22 to 20.5.22 
5,000R. sold at 7,000R. from 15.4.22 to 20.5.22 

Poliakoff states that the SR. was sold as 20,000R. ; and, of course, included the 3,000R. in the 
January 1922 set. Kohl, on the other hand, says that the veteran Soviet philatelist Kusovkin expressed 
doubts about the official status of the IR. and SR. (revalued as above) which Kohl did not share. Kohl 
types VA I, II, and III of the Baku handstamps were evidently used on the stamps of this issue, the Eliza
vetpol handstamp presumably continued in use, and manuscript additions continued to be used in-smaller 
offices. 
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The two Azerbaijan Charity stamps were revalued for sale during Red Army week, and were 
overprinted at Baku in the first three types (Kohl VA I to III). Kohl gives the date of issue as 1st May, 
1922, but Poliakoff 1st March, 1922. 

500R. sold as 25,000R. from 1.5.22 to 7.5.22 (Kohl V AI-III) 
1,000R. sold as 50,000R. from 1.5.22 to 7.5.22 ( do. 

The final appearance of the P.O. handstamps occurred on four values, also bearing enumerator 
surcharges, on 15th November, 1922. Kohl types VA III, and a fresh type, VA X reading 'BAKU,' 
apparently utilised at the Baku Railway P.O., were used for this issue. The stamps are listed as:-

10,000R./lR. sold as 20,000R. (Kohl VA III and X) 
15,000R./5R. sold as 50,000R. ( do. ) 
50,000R./3000R. sold as 300,000R. ( do. ) 
66,000R./2000R. sold as 500,000R. (Kohl type VA III) 

Compared with the ordinary run of Azerbaijan issues, stamps bearing P.O. handstamps are much 
more difficult to find, since their period of validity was very short. Kohl type VA I is most often met 
with, followed by Kohl VA II and III. The remaining types are very scarce, and are hardly ever seen. 
I am fortunate in being able to illustrate (see accompanying photographs) examples of each of the stamps 
making up the issues of 15.1.22 and 15.4.22, and the Charity issue of 1.5.22, overprinted with Kohl type 
VA I. I also show five different stamps of the first two issues bearing Kohl type VA III, and a further 
five stamps bearing Kohl VA II. . Also included in the illustrations are three of the four stamps issued 
on 15.11.22 with enumerator surcharges all showing in addition Kohl VA III. All the P.O. overprints 
shown are in violet, though occasionally some types are found in black ink. 

It would be interesting to record any examples of the other P.O. handstamps or mss. handstamps 
of this period in the collections of readers, and it is hoped that details will be forwarded to the Editor 
for future publication. · 

EARLY COVERS FROM ASTRAKHAN 
We were recently privileged, through the kindness of Mr. David Mushlin, to look with him through 

a large box ofearly 19th century correspondence, much of which was written in Armenian. At first we 
thought that some of the letters could have emanate:! from Armenia, but subsequent perusal showed 
this was not so, many having, in fact, been sent by Armenian communities in Hungary. A number of 
letters had been sent to England from Russia, some from St. Petersburg (evidently from the Bible Society 
there), and .others from Astrakhan, where a Reverend William Glen, and a Mr. Mitchell were resident, 
presumably on missionary work. 

Early covers from the less accessible areas of Russia must be very scarce, and though it can be 
argued that Astrakhan is hardly Siberia, nevertheless, we cannot recall any earlier covers from this city. 
Apart from double circle St. Petersburg handstamps, and the usual transit and receipt markings from 
Ew:cpe, and on arrival in England, there is, regrettably, nothing apart from the letters themselves, to 

. put beyond doubt whether they were despatched by mail from Astrakhan, or sent by messenger from 
Astrakhan to St. Petersburg, and then forwarded by mail. 

Three of the covers in question are illustrated; two addressed to England, the other to an Armen
ian convent in Venice. All bear St. Petersburg handstamps impressed rather faintly in each case the 
dates varying between 1821 and 1829. 

~ 
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Dr. R. SEIOHTER-AN HONORARY MEMBER 

The German Ukraine Philatelic Society (U.P.V.) was founded in October, 1920 and of the six. 
founder members only Herr Peters (now aged 86), its first President, is still alive. It has always been 
extremely active in expertising and in combatting forgeries. 

Dr. Seichter, an Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist, joined the 
U.P.V. in 1927 and became its President in 1940, a position 
he still holds-despite his age-for he celebrated his 80th 
birthday in 1969. His ceaseless work on behalf of Ukraine 
Philately has made his name almost a synonym for the U.P.V. 
He has attended in person and exhibited at many International 
and other Exhibitions and, in addition, he has managed fo 
conduct an immense correspondence with Ukraine collectors 
all over the world. How he managed to get through all he 
did is a mystery to me because until fairly recently he was 
still active in his profession. His exhibits have earned for 
him innumerable awards and his signature on the back of 
a Ukraine stamp is accepted throughout the world as a mark 
of authenticity. 
Apart from a voluminous correspondence, I have met Dr. 
Seichter and his charming wife on a number of occasions, 
in his own home, here, and elsewhere. All who know him 
will I am sure, confirm that he has always ·extended a ·helping 
hand to anyone interested in Ukraine Philately without thought 
for himself. 
I feel that in honouring him by making him an Honorary 
Member of our Society, we have really honoured ourselves. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Seichter has not been at all well this year, but he tells me he is now making 
improvement, so may I, on behalf of this Society, wish him many more years in the service of Ukraine 
Philately and the enjoyment of the stamps he loves-for he possesses by far the finest collection of Ukraine 
in the world. 

CECIL ROBERTS 

NEWS AND VIEWS 

The object of this column is to shepherd together notes from members which it might be difficult 
to include as separate items, and .to allow your Editor to carry on in his bitter-sweet way about such 
items of news which could interest readers. Judging from the top heavy pile of correspondence, the 
column will be a lengthy one this time! 

Firstly a note about the publication of this number. Even as I.write these words, I know it will 
be late! You will however, recollect that No. 45 carried a warning this might te so; my gre1t hope is 
that the two issues (Nos. 47 and 48) scheduled for 1972 will be more punctual. However, I hope you 
will concede that the contents are well up to standard. It is delightful to see the "Used Abroad 
Chronicle" getting going again, and I am hopeful that Michel Liphschutz and Igor Maslowski can follow 
up with a further instalment in the next issue. Bill Stephen has also contributed some useful reportings, 
so "U. A." enthusiasts should be well content. Alfred Wortman's article on the Postal Functions of 
Telegraph Offices, is, I believe, a major contribution, on an entirely new the:ne. Profes;or Winterstein, 
Dr. Gould, and Rev. Leonard Tann have all made significant additions to Dr. Wortman's culier article 
on Flaws. We have taken the liberty of publishing Ascher's List ofZe:nstvo Postal St1tionery (though 
we do not know who now holds the copyright of this magnificent work) which will surely please iemstvo 
collectors, and our thanks go to Clift" Handford and John Lloyd for preparing it. Leonard Tann sends 
us an interesting contribution on special postage uses; whilst Max Ayer allows us to appreci:1te SQme of 
the scarcest of the stamps from Azerbaijan. Our thanks also go to the many other readers who have 

. contributed to this issue. 
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Quite an important event occurred on 27th May, 1971 when our good friend Cecil W. Roberts 
gave a display of his Ukraine Collection to the Royal Philatelic Society. Encompassed within no less 
than 635 pages, members of the Royal were able to see a veritable panorama of Ukrainian philately, 
from Kiev right through to the Field Post. Cecil provided an 11 page paper to go with his display, 
and we would have liked to print this in B.J.R.P., but for the fact that it may well appear shortly in The 
London Philatelist (the Journal of the R.P.S.). Alfred Wortman, Boris Pritt, and Mr. E. Kobylanski 
were among our own members who enjoyed the display. 

After looking over some P.O.W. cards, and other censor covers Dr. Keith Crabtree (Bristol) is 
able to add the following comments and additions to various articles in recent issues of B.J.R.P. 

"With reference to the excellent article by Dr. Casey and Mr. B. A. Evans in B.J.R.P. 42 I suggest 
that some of the pencilled marks are almost certainly inscribed in Copenhagen. The letter B men
tioned on page 6 is also common on letters or cards from centres other than Petrograd, and does not 
seem to occur on mail addressed to V. Valter. Possibly the Bis added in crayon after opening or reading 
to denote mail for V . .Valter's attention. · 

"Another common mark on covers to the Danish Red Cross is a very large open figure '4.' In 
a sample of covers, it is present on five with Petrograd censor marks of the 1915-6 period, four of which 
were also censored elsewhere (Moscow or Kharkov). Two examples with Moscow censor only were 
found. The common link was that all were handstamped with a black "T" in circle denoting under
payment of postage. Invariably there was a pencilled " 5c" on the front. Could the figure "4" be 
connected with postage due and added at Copenhagen? A number of covers with "T" and no crayoned 
"4" were also noted. 

With reference to the series of articles by Dr. Wortman, I can add a few further dates and vari
ations. I have the two Tiflis censors mentioned in B.J.R.P. 32 both on cards to Copenhagen and post
marked Tiflis. The John Barry (B.J.R.P. 20) type, with Censor No. 156 is on a card postmarked 19-8-16 
while the type, Fig. 2 of Dr. Wortman is on a card postmarked on 20-4-15. The censor signature differs 
from that illustrated by Dr. Wortman. 

"The Astrakhan "arrival at Censor" mark given is B.J.R.P. 34, Fig. 1, I have on a stampless 
cover to Copenhagen dated 17 August 1916 while the postmark of Astrakhan is dated 18-8-16. There is 
the usual Astrakhan boxed censor plus censors initials (0. A.). All three Censor marks are in red. 

"An Odessa strike similar to Fig. 8 (B.J.R.P. 34) but with the O.B.O. separating the "D. Ts" 
and censor No. 295 occurs on a cover to Berne, postmarked TULITCHIN POD. 21-12-16 and Odessa 
30-12-16. 

"With reference to Chita and the illustration Fig. 5 in B.J.R.P. 35 the strike I have on cover to 
Copenhagen, postmarked Chita 10-12-15 has the word KONTORA in full and not abbreviated to 
KONT." 

Rev. Leonard Tann sends us the following notes, the first portion being a revision and clarific-. 
ation of the Check List on the 1 R, which was included in his article in Journal 44; 
1910. First issue on wove paper with varnish lines. Centre colour yellow or orange-yellow, with one 

line in vertical sheet margins matching centre colour. 

1911. 

1910. 

mint used 
Centre misplaced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * 
Centre offset on the back................ * 
Centre double. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - * 

Reprint of the preceding. Centre colour fairly deep orange, orange-red, and later paling orange. 
War-time issues show less heavy embossing of eagle, Vertical margins of sheet bear three brown 
lir.es matching colour of stamp frame. Printings continud till the eve of the March Revolution 
of 1917. 

mint used 
Centre misplace:l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 
Centre offset. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
lmperforate btwn pair (vertical/horizontal) * * 
Inverted background shading. . . . . . . . . . . . . . * x 
Perf. 11½.... .. ........................ . . * x 

Special printing of 1 R. for use in Levant Offices in the Turkish Empire. Same colouring as 
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1911 reprints for home use, but bearing one brown line in vertical margins. A residue of about 
1000 sheets (unm,erprinted 10 Piastres) were distributed to Russian post offices. Indentifiable 
only with distinctive margin. Varieties unknown, .but if they exist are the same as for 1911 
issue. 

*known variety. - unknown. x variety may exist. 
A second note, as follows deals with an unusual variety; 
Tte varieties of the JR. issues spanning the period 1889-1920 are for the most part well known. 

One major-indeed outstanding-variety that has come to light is the 1910 lR. with doubled centre. 
This variety was noted a couple of years ago in Rossica No. 72 (p. 89) by the then owner, Mr. K. Frey
man (Cape Town). It compares in every way with the first lR. issues on wove paper with varnish lines, 
the second clear impression of the centre and value being moved about 1 ½mm to the north-west of the 
stamp. The eagle has four heads and two crowns and sceptres, while the figure 1 can be clearly seen with 
a double foot and double serif. This item is used, clearly cancelled "2-9-10, Vilno 3." There can be 
little doubt that it was a genuinely issued and used item, and even less doubt that this is a unique item 

Mr. Tann also reports a nice item from the Romanov Dynasty set. A marginal mint block of 4 
of the lk. Peter the Great, . the margin being on top, The top two stamps are perforated horizontally 
with the margin, and are perforated horizontally with the two lower stamps. They are irnperforate 
between the pair and are imperforate at right and left. The vertical perforations run normally down
wards from the lower pair. There are several slight perforation marks between the two stamps, but these 
are very light and can only be seen if the stamps are carefully observed. 

Also recorded by Mr. Tann is a Romanov stamp booklet, which, undoubtedly is a very scarce 
item. The booklet was enclosed in an orange-brown cover, issued by the St. Petersburg postal district. 
The printing is in black. The front cover has an ornamental frame with the imperial eagle and beneath 
it crossed posthorns. The back cover has an ornamental frame and inside an inscription (the design 
is identical to the Kiev booklet illustrated in B.J.R.P. No. 38, from the M. Liphschutz collection, foot of 
page), containing 78k in stamps, and cost 80k. 

The make-up of the book was thus: each pane consisted of six stamps, taken from the edge of 
Romanov sheets. 6 x 7k, picture facing to left (i.e. towards the booklet staple), 6 x 3k, and three pages 
of 6 x lk, all of which face the right. There is a sheet of blank paper between each page. The stamps 
are stapled through the margin selvedge to the cover. 

An interesting letter from Kurt Adler deals with the article "Russian Mail of the 18th Century" 
printed in Journal 45. Kurt confirms that the cover dated 3rd May, 1766 bearing the straight line "ST. 
PETERSBOVRG" handstamp is the second earliest recorded, and advises us that he now owns the 
cover ex-Goss collection purchased originally by Dr. L. Snegireff, which was dated 30th June, 1766, 
and therefore "No. 3." The cover is addressed to Messieurs. Roux Freres, Marseilles, and bears a 
sender's mss direction "via Memel," and the transit marking Maseyck. Kurt is able to go along with 
the classification, having another cover of 4 Feb., 1788 to Bordeaux with sub-type 3A. This cover is 
most interesting from an historical aspect, since it was sent at a time when the Swedish fleet was in com
bat with Russian Naval Forces, threatening capture of St. Petersburg. Another cover, bearing a St. 
Petersbovrg straight line handstamp in sub-type 5 is addressed to Mr. Samuel Bentham, a Brigadier 
in the service of the Russian Empress. A 1791 cover to St. Quentin bears sub-type 6. 

With regard to other types of handstamp chronicled, Kurt doesn't believe there ever was a 1766 
boxed ST. PETERSBOVRG. Michel Liphs~utz has the earliest (1767) and Kurt himself has a cover 
ex-Snegireff of 18 April, 1768, to Marseilles (addressed to the same Freres Roux). Concerning the 
straight line S. PETERBURG handstamps, in cyrillic lettering, Kurt wonders if it is fair to assume they 
were used exclusively on inland mail. He has three examples (all differing types) dated 1804 and 1807, 
to Kiev, and 1808 (a larger type in red) to Vyenev. The Kurt Adler collection includes MOSCOU 
bandstamps of 1785, 1789, 1792, and 1805 (the last in red). A Russian MOSKV A (in italics) is dated 
1st Jan. 1803 (ex-Goss) to Beaune, and further MOSKVA types are dated 1808, 1809, and 1810. Other 
18th century handstamps in Russian are; VINNITSA (very large italics) of 2.2.1782; OOMBROVITSA 
1795, KREMENTCHUG 1797, KHARKOV (without the soft sign!) 1798; BRATSLAV 1798; whilst 
early 19th century handstamps include ZHITOMIR 1800; VYATKA 1803; TAMBOV 1803; KAS
TRAMA (Kostroma) 1804. 
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Kurt Adler also mentions three additional Petrograd censor markings. The first, re:1ding VOEN
NA YA TSENZURA PETROGRAD in three lines of capitals within a large rectangle. the accompany
ing Petrograd cancellation dated 25.1.17; and the remaining two being variations of the oval reading 
PETROGRADSKAYA. VOENNAYA TSENZURA, one of which bears initials to the right, the other 
without initials. 

An interesting letter comes from Mr. Colin Griffiths (Bristol) who has recently joined the Society. 
As he says, much has been said about the hopelessness of achieving completeness in a particular country. 
Three years ago he tried to achieve a complete use:i collection of Russia, and though ignoring water
mark, perforation, and paper varieties, and imperf. varieties of rriodern U.S.S.R., he has managed to 
narrow the gap down to a grand total outstanding of 107, as shown-below:-

. Period Per/. lmperf. Miniature Sheets 
To 1900 1 (viz. No. 1) 
1901-1920 8 
1921-1930 19 26 
1931-1940 · 28 2 2 
1941-1950 16 3 
1951-1960 1 
1961~1971 . 1 

Totals 73 29 5 
Bearing in mind that Russia has ne:uly 4,000 basic catalogue numbers in S. G., this is an e~tremely 

good effort. A point of interest is that only eight stamps prior to 1920 are missing. though it must be 
remembered that varieties of paper (presumably including vertically and horizontally laid) and per
foration are excluded. 

A letter from Mr. C. P. Bulak (El Paso, Texas) includes a copy of an interesting article on Zemstvo 
stamps that appeared in the 1969 American Philatelic Congress Year Book written by Leo Gordon 
who is associate:l with the Smithsonian division of philately. Mr. Bulak is anxiom to emph:1sise . the 
message of the article, that is, that zemstvos should be fully accepted as postage stamps by the philatelic 
fraternity as a whole; and that it has been a fact that general interest in zemstvos has been extinguished 
because they were constantly omitted from the general catalogues. Zemstvos certainly have been omitte:l 
from Gibbons' catalogues since (when?) 1898, but the chances of their regaining the general c:italogue 
pages are very slim it must be admittd, and because of their local riature some collectors might not 
agree they should achieve quite the s:ime status as stamps valid for international postage. · 

Local meetings of B.S.R.P. have always been enjoyable affairs, and efforts are currently being 
made to commence these in the North West, whilst similar thoughts are in the mind of members in the 
West of England. London members, have, for many ye:irs, had monthly get-togethers in one another's 
houses on Sunday afternoons, the serving of tea by the respective good ladies being such a highlight, 
that an occasional visitor might be forgiven if he felt that the tea, rather than the stamps, was the most 
pleasing aspect! An accompanying page of photographs show Dr. Alfred Wortman, Eric Peel, Ted 
Newman, George Leeland, and Boris Pritt at an informal get-together on 6th June, 1971 at the home of 
Boris and Lily Pritt. The very inade;iuate photographer in attendance gave scant attention to his back
grounds, however, causing, amongst other things, Alfred Wortman to sprout c:1cti from the top of his 
J-ead. There is probably a suitable medical term for this disability, which must certainly result from too 
ii1tensive a search for.flaws on Arms types. Succulents or not, it was a most enjoyable occasion. 

An interesting letter comes from V. Denis Vandervelde (London) who, though not himself a 
Society member, is currently researching Forwarding Agents' endorse:nents on Russian Mail, with the 
help of several of our members, and would welcome details of any material not yet reported to him. 
Forwarding agents' cachets and endorsements on Russian mail prior to (say) 1870 have never previously 
been listed, and the results of Mr. Vandervelde's study could be of great value to us all. In the list he 
has provisionally drawn up, he has included only:-

(a) F. A. C.'s on mail to Western Europe, i.e. he has, at this stage, omitted the marks of agents 
in, s:1y, Japanese ports or in Central Asia.(as recorded by Robson Lowe in the March 1971 "Philatelist"). 
However, he would welcome similar listings of such markings for future research. 
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(b) F. A. C.'s or endorsements on mail other than the agents' own. He does not wish to list 
such marks applied by an agent to his own mail. 

(c) Marks which are inequivocally those of a professional forwarder. He has seen covers, 
undoubtedly forwarded, but excluded from the listing because the forwarding was done as a favour by 
the addressea:. 

In this connection, he does include examples where the letter was posted within Russia, but 
addressed to the care of a professional agent in a western port (normally Hamburg) to forward (e.g. to 
England). So far, six periods have been distinguished: · 

I 1807-1834. Mail rnnt by the "long land route" was forwarde1 at Brody, Galicia (usually 
from South Russia, but exceptionally from North Russia). Mail from North Russia would normally 
be forwarded frorri Memel (and, after 1821, either from Hamburg or Lubeck, but see below). 

II 1827-1852. (-1861 for Lubeck). Mail sent by steamship from North Russian ports to be 
forwarded from Hamburg or Lubeck (Thurn and Taxis offices). 

III Netherlands Agents were used to forward mail from North Russia to England and France 
in the period 1823 to 1859. 

IV British Agents were used to forward mail from North Rus:,ia to English and · American des
tinations between 1825 and 1866. 

V Italian and other Southern European Agents, so far only recorded for. 1833 (Trieste) and 
1868 (Constantinople). 

VI Russian agents, active in Odessa and St. Petersburg for a relatively short period between 
1856 and 1863. 

Mr. Vandervelde's address is 25 Sinclair Grove, London N.W.l 9JH and he would be most grate
ful to hear from members evidently possessing material which comes into this category. 

Mr. Norman Fritzberg (Lynchburg, Va.) sends details of an interesting cover dated 26.7.26 from 
Kaunas to Moscow. On the reverse is impressed a large cachet in Russian reading "FOR REPLY 
MAKE USE OF THE AIR MAIL LINE MOSCOW - BERLIN - AMSTERDAM - PARIS -LONDON, 
AS WELL AS EXPRESS POST. THE DETAILS ARE AT THE POST OFFICE." How wides
spread was the use' of this cachet is not known but we understand Mr. R. P. Knighton has a similar 
cover. A drawing of the cachet is given elsewhere in the Journal, as is one of an intriguing Transcau
casian cancellation also identified by Mt. Fritzberg. This is a round postal wagon cancellation on 
cover of GURDHAANI - TSNORIS TSKHALI, without script letter, dated 21.9.20 impressed on a 
pair of the 2.R. Tamara stamps. The cover is backstampe~ TIFLIS 'm' the following day. Many 
years ago an article _on the Cancellations of the Transcaucasian Railway appeared in B.J.R.P. 18, and 
for lack of other information the line was called Gurdzhanni - Zakatali. No cancellations had been 
recorded, and therefore the present item is especially important. The line must have only been com
menced in 1914, and as only a branch of the Tiflis -Telav railway, the amount of mail likely to be handled 
would be very small. 

Another item is notified by John Lloyd (Colchester). This is an airmail cachet impressed on a 
cover from Moscow to Milwaukee, U.S.A. In two lines it reads "Par avion jusqu'a BERLIN." -
"By air as far as Berlin" within a lined box. The normal air mail etiquette on the cover has been crossed 
out. An illµstration is shown elsewhere in the Journal. 

Apart from the awards at Budapest (recorded under 'Meeting Notes') a number of members 
have recently been honoured. Mr. M. A. Bojanowicz, R.D.P. has been awarded a special medal by 
the Polish Federation of Philatelic Journalists for his articles, the first time such an award has been made 
to a Polish philatelic journalist living abroad. At the British Philatelic Exhibition held between 3rd-6th 
November, 1971, Dr. R. Ceresa gained a silver-gilt for Ukraine and a silver for Russia; whilst Mr. E. 
Kobylanski a silver-gilt; a silver; and a bronze, all for exhibits of Ukraine. Our congratulations to 
these members. 

Mr. Michael Rayhack (Little Falls, N.J.) sends an tflteresting xerox of used Denikin stamps, 
tying up with this column in Journal 45. Amongst towns included Novorossisk (Vokza1); Kharkov; 
Kislovodsk (Vokzal); Sevastopol; Odessa; Petrovsk; Rostov on Don; Mi1Ierov, Don; Vladikavkaz; 
Novo-Rublevskoe, Khar; and Simferopol. Mr. Rayhack also shows three lOR. Denikins with oval 
Black Sea Ship cancellations nicely applied on the centre of the stamp. Two examples are BA TUM-
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ODESSA 'e,' both dated 21.12.19, whilst the other is ODESSA-BAT.UM 'b' 21.12.19. Mr. Rayhack 
suggests the cancellations are false, but I would not think so. Probably the cancellers fell into unauthor
ised hands and helped to swell the number of "used" stamps available for the stamp trade. It would 
be interesting to receive other views. To add further confusion to the 'Batum-Odessa' front, Mr. C. 
Griffiths (Bristol) has a lk. orange Arms type (perf.) cancelled ?5.1.10 oval BATUM-ODESSA 'd' which 
pre-dates other examples of this postmark. Any comments, gentlemen? 

THE ST AMPS OF INDEPENDENT GEORGIA 
P. T. Ashford 

A friend of mine recently confessed that he collected the stamps of Albania, which he said he did 
in an 'esoteric' manner. After I had a quick look in the dictionary, I could see what he meant. Some 
years ago, if you collected Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, etc., you did so positively secretly, and if any 
respectable philatelist asked you to 'declare your interests' you said-quick as a flash-Bermuda, 
Bahamas and Barbados. No mention of Albania, Armenia or Azerbaijan sullied the lips, and doubt
less you were regarded as a 'sound fellow.' But the wind of change is blowing through the pages of 
the stamp catalogue, and these small independent states, formed during and after World War 1, are now 
becoming much more popular, so much so that articles such as this one actually get into print. 

To collectors reviewing such eligible foreign countries and trying to decide what to collect, I 
beg to press the claim of Georgia. Many readers will have hardly heard of this small country, as Trans
caucasia is something of a blind spot to most people in England. Georgia issued its own stamps (as 
a Socialist Republic) from May 1919 until February 1921, and again as a Soviet Republic from 1921, 
until 1923, and even in these exorbitant times it should be possible to pick up that country's scarcest 
stamp for less than £3, whilst practically all the remainder can be obtained, at the most, for shillings. 
The stamps are full of interest, and even if there was some philatelic skull-duggery at one period; time 
is a great healer, and viewed from fifty years on, the collector can be more amused than worried. 

I submit that Georgia has pretty well everything and the purpose of this article is to commend 
it warmly to the philatelist of 1971 who wants a fairly cheap but interesting country, offering varieties, 
cancellations, lithographed and (later) handstamped surcharges, and issues both necessary and unnecess
ary! After a good many years of collecting Georgia, I can still frequently make those little discoveries 
which are the delight of philatelists. On the other hand, it is in no sense a 'complicate:!' country; there 
are no unending lists of overprints to 'type', no difficult shades, no quarter perfs., and genuinely used 
material is just sufficiently difficult to get to make the search interesting yet rewarding. 

' ' ' ' ' 

Fig. 1 
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After the Russian Revolution, Transcaucasia-that part of Russia south of the Caucasian Moun
tr :ns tctween the Black and Caspian ~eas-proclaimed itself an incepen<lent republic, and as from 
C ctot< r 1917, for six months, the many races living in this area tried to govern the country harmon
iously. Differences grew between the predominant races-the Georgians, Armenians and Azerbai
janis-so that, some months later, on 26th May, 1918, each of these factions declared themselves inde
~encent, and the Transcaucasian Republic split up into three separate Republics. The independent 
"Menshevik" or Social Democratic Republic of Georgia was born, and Tiflis, previously the capital of 
Transcaucasia, became the capital of the new state. As the map (Fig. I) indicates, Georgia comprised 
the western portion of Transcaucasia, roughly covering the old Imperial Russian administrative 'Govern
ments' of Tiflis, Kutais, and Sukhum. Later (in July 1920) Georgia took over the Batum 'district' 
(in Russian-'oblast') from the British Army of Occupation, but early in 1918 the Turks were in possess
ion of Batum, and it was only the presence of a German Milrtary Mission in Georgia that saved the 
country from being occupied by the Turkish Army. 

The old Imperial • Arms Type' stamps of Russia continued to be used in Georgia, both during 
the i::eriod of the Transcaucasian Republic and almost immediately after the declaration of the new 
Republic of Georgia. Stamps .used during this period are extremely difficult to find, and covers are 
rare. Some fiscal 'Savings Bank' stamps were used because of the general shortage of postage stamps, 
as was the case elsewhere in Russia. One or two examples of stamps used in 1918 are shown from 
Qorzhom and Sotchi (Fig. 2). The late Major J. J. Darlow was stationed in Tiflis in the British Force 
which cccupied Georgia and the other republics, late in December 1918, and, being a philatelist, he 
paid several visits to Tiflis Head Post Office, detailing the stamps that were available in a letter to the 
Editor of The London Philatelist (Vol. 28, p. 103). An issue that was said to have appeared at about 
that time was 'The Tiflis Roulette,' which consisted of the 2k., 3k., Sk., and I R. Russian Arms Type 
stamps that had been rouletted by hand. These stamps (with the exception of the 3k.) used to be Iisteq 
by Gibbons, but have lately been deleted. There is no doubt that they were used on correspondence, 
as the illustration (Fig. 3) of a cover from the collection of the late Mr. W. H. H. Huddy (Liskeard) 
shows, but it is doubtful whether the stamps were rouletted by order of the postal authorities. 

Fig. 2. Imperial Russia stamps used i11 Georgia between May 1918 and May 1919 

The First Definitive Issue 
The first stamps designed for use in Georgia made their appearance on 26th May, 1919, on the 

anniversary of the formation of the Republic, no Imperial Russian stamps being acceptable for postage 
after that date. The new stamps were in small square format (see Fig. 4) and were printed by lithography 
at the State Printing Works, Tiflis. The designer was a . Georgian. artist, Chernavadze, and his very 
successful design, based on the Arms of the Republic, included a representation of the Patron Saint of 
Georgia-St. George-on horseback, said to have been taken from an ancient battle standard of the 
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Georgian Kings. Only part of the projected series of stamps was ready by the day of issue, the first 
stamps appearing being restricted to the 40k., 60k., and 70k. values. These were well printed on good 
quality white paper with clear gum, and were imperforate. A few weeks later, in June 1919, the 1 Rouble 
value appeared, in a slightly larger design. This was followed by the 10k. in(?) July 1919 and the 50k. 
in(?) August 1919. Early in 1920 (? January), a series of higher values in a fresh design showing Tamara, 
a Georgian Queen, who flourishe:1 in the 12th Century, made their appearance in demoninations of 2R., 
3R., and SR. (Fig. 5). Several other designs were considered for other values at different times, but 
·until the fall of the Menshevik regime of February 1921, this was the only set of stamps in use. Essay3 
and trial prints of some of these unissued designs are found occasionally, and they are scarce. 

The earliest issues were invariably imperforate, but the stamps appe:ued later in 1919 both im1:crf. 
and perf. (11½ line). Between 1919 and 1921 the printing of the stamps steadily deteriorated, due to 
the poor quality of paper and ink that was available, and one of the intere3ting facets of Georgian phil
ately is the identification of these different printings. 

Fig. 3. Cover showing use of "Tiflis Roulette" stamps, sent by Major Dar/ow from Ti/fis. 
(From W. H. H. Huddy Collection). 

Fig. 4. Stamps of the St. Georgi desig11 showing use in small towns and villages. 
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A Strange Variety 

A strange variety occurred in early printings of the 40k. and it is very difficult to say whether it 
was intentionally made by the printer or not. A block of transfer subjects (in this particular case, three 
horizontal rows of four) was placed upside down near the top right corner of the sheet of 238 stamps 
( ;omprising 17 horizontal rows of 14 stamps) which gave, altogether, eight vertical tete-beche pairs and 
one hcrizontal tete-beche pair. Such pairs are not scarce, and the error was not corrected for some 
time. Examples can be found both perf. and imperforate. 

So many of these stamps are found unused, or cancelled-to-order, that collectors may be for
given if they wonder whether they were ever properly used for postal purposes. There is no doubt 
they were used, and more than this, they were unquestionably sent out to all post offices and postal 
agencies throughout the Republic. As far as the writer is concerned, considerable pleasure is gained 
from securing stamps used in the smallest villages and other out-of-the-way places. A few examples 
of these are shown in the illustrations of the regular stamps (Figs. 4 and 5). Such genuinely 
used examples should not be too difficult to obtain-up to a few shillings at the outside, whereas stamps 
genuinely used at the larger towns (Tiflis, Kutais, or Datum-after July 1920 in the latter case) should 
be much cheaper. Beware, however, of cancelled-to-order specimens replete with original gum, and 
also of stamps bearing faked Georgian cancellations, as these are of little value. Mint stamps are also 
very common, since so many were remaindered to the stamp trade in 1921, although the first print
ings, which can be distinguished by their fresh print on white paper, with colourless gum, are really 
quite elusive. 

Fig. 5. Higher values of the Queen Tamara design used in small localities. 

The Georgian Cancellations 
The Georgian Government modelled its postal system on that which was in operation prior to 

the revolution. When the new stamps were issued, the old Russian datestamps continued in use, but 
gradually during 1920 a good many fresh cancellations appeared in Georgian characters only. As 
the Georgian language is peculiar to itself, it is not always easy to transliterate some of the more obscure 
place-names, since the Georgians did not always use the same name as the Russians. (For example, 
TIFLIS in Russian becomes Te1us1 in Georgian). Two date-stamps were introduced at Tiflis in bi-lingual 
format-French and Georgian-presumably for use on foreign-going mail. Two examples of Georgian 
datestamps are shown in Fig. 5. 
The Beginning of the End 

At the beginning of 1921 it seeme:l that the days of the Georgian Menshevik Republic were num
bered. A Bolshevik Government was functioning in Azerbaijan, and, due to threat of occupation 
by Turkey, Armenia had become Communist as well. Although a counter-revolution had occurred 
at Erivan (Armenia), it could only be a question of time as to how soon the Bolsheviks would turn their 
attention to Georgia and bring that country once again under the Russian yoke. Those Georgian 
Menshevist officials who thought it desirable to leave the country before any political vengeance could 
overtake them had time to make plans for their departure to Constantinople and the West, and their 
problems included the conversion of their effects into items which could be easily saleable. Georgian 
paper currency was quite valueless, and it was therefore in this climate of near-panic that a number 
of questionable 'issues' and childish 'errors' were born. Together, these items cloud the respectability 
of Georgia from a _philatelic point of view. 
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Fig. 6. Three examples of the "Freak Varieties." 
(Note inverted "2," inverted "5" and Queen asleep varieties). 

In the first place, a number of contrived errors were manufactured at the State Printing Works, 
by altering usually one stamp on the sheet of each value. The3e ranged from tete-bzche pairs in the 10k 
40k., and 70k. values to fantastic 'errors' such as 40k. (horse without rider); 50k. and IR. (centre dis
placed); 60k. (a portion of the stamp fails to print); 2R. (inscription and value reversed on two stamps 
in the sheet); 3R. (figure of value changed into '5'); and SR. (the head of Tamara is lowered, and the right 
foot lifted, giving the impression of her being asleep, on stamp No. 81 in the sheet of 144). These items 
were made by interfering with the lithographic transfers before printing (for three examples see Fig. 6). 
Jt has been said that these maltreated sheets were prepared at the instigation of an engineer who had 
been brought in from outside to repair the perforating machinery and that the authorities agreed to 
provide him with from 200 to 400 sheets as part of his remuneration. However, this story seems hardly 
likely, even in Georgia, and it boks as though the officials of the Printing Works wished to provide 
themselves with saleable varieties for the stamp tra1e against the time when they reached Constantinople 
in advance of the Bolsheviks. These 'varieties' w.:re certainly printe1 in Georgia at the State Printing 
Works, and not elsewhere as is s:>metimes suggeste:i by implication, since the transfer subjects on these 
sheets agree with those to be found on normal printings of the stamps. A certain amount of 'printer's 
waste' is also seen which presumably came from the s:ime source. None of these contrived varieties 
were ever sold over Post Office counters, despite the appearance, sometimes, of specimens 'cancelled-to
order.' 
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Issues of Doubtful Status 
Three issues are alleged to have appeared shortly before the Bolshevik invasion, comprising sur

charges or overprints on Menshevik stamps. In no case is there any evidence that any of the stamps 
were genuinely used to postal purposes, although they might achieve the status of 'prepared for use, 
but not issued.' The first of these sets was one in aid of 'The National Guard,' which was supposed 
to have celebrated its third anniversary on 12th December, 1920. The current Georgian set of nine 
values was overprinted in black, by lithography, with a five-line inscription in Georgian, including the 
date 12.12.1920. It was evidently the intention to sell the stamps at three time3 the face value, the balance 
being handed over to 'The National Guard.' Russian philatelists said ' at a later date that one value 
of the set (3R.) had, in fact, been put into circulation, but no actual evidence of this has been recorded. 
Most of the stamps found their way to Constantinople, where they were offered for sale to stamp dealers. 

The second set that appeared was designed to commemorate the expected de jure recognition of 
Georgia by the League of Nations. Recog11ition was expected on 27th January, 1921. The Kohl 
Handbuch states that these stamps were only finished shortly before the Bolshevik invasion of Georgia 
in February, and it seems that they were finally manufactured for the use of persons in the Printing 
Works who anticipate:! leaving the country. The black lithographic overprint in this case comprises 
the date '27.1.1921' and three lines of Georgian script including, in French, 'de jure.' Some of the over
prints were made on sheets showing the freak varieties already described. Most of the stamps found 
their way to collectors through Constantinople, where a group of refugees were busily applying forged 
Georgian cancellations to the stamps, and making bogus covers in their unstinted efforts to sell them. 

The third 'issue' was an unusual one, even when judged in the company of the 'National Guard' 
and 'De Jure' efforts. The Georgian Consul in Constantinople issued a certificate dated 21st Janw1ry, 
1921, announcing the opening of a Georgian Post Office in the Consulate, for the handling of mail to 
Georgia and Russia. and stating that certain numbers of Georgian stamps had been surcharged with 
new values in Piastres, at Constantinople. The Entente Powers and Turkey are believed to have inter
vened at once to suppress this postal service, which appears to have had no official sanction. According 
to Russian sources, the whole venture was a . pure speculation and this is supported by such 'evidence' 
as is sometimes seen by way of covers. These show the surcharged stamps cancelled by similar forged 
datestamps as appear on covers manufactured for the de jure issue. 

The Constantinople group found they could dispose of their wares for, after the Bolshevik invasion 
of Georgia, they manufactured several series of 'Bolshevik' overprints and surcharges on stocks of 
Georgian stamps they held, some of which cleverly 'used' on fake:! cover~. in efforts to prove their authen
ticity. The activity of this group deserves a chapter or two to itself! 

On 25th February, 1921, Red Army troops entered Tiflis, and proclaimed the Soviet State 
Georgia. The issues of stamps which followed the new regime are extremely interesting, and, it is hoped, 
will form the subject of a future article. 

. (This article was published originally in The Philatelic Journal of Great Britain in the October/ 
December, 1964 issue. We are indebted to the Editor of P.J.G.B. for allowing us to reproduce it, together 
with the original illustrations.) 
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REVIEWS OF NEW LITERATURE 
THE JOURNAL OF THE ROSS/CA SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY. No. 80. 
Edited by Andrew Cronin, Box 806, Church Street Station, New York, N. Y., 10008, U.S.A. 

Following domestic news of the Rossica Society, No. 80 of the Rossica Journal opens with an 
interesting article by Fred W. Speers on Russian Airmail cachets. The article lists the events and cachets 
in chronological order which proves to be particularly suitable, and should find great favour with col
lectors concentrating on this facet of Russian philately. The article concludes with a two-page spread 
of illustrations. The Editorial Board have combined with other Rossica members in following up a 
previous article by F. I. Chenakalo, in Rossica 79, by publishing some valuable notes on Forgerie3 and 
Bogus items of the Nikolaevsk-sur-Amur issue. This adds greatly to our knowledge of these stamps, 
which have tended to be ignored in standard literature, and it is hoped, will provide a useful fillip to 
their collection. Collectors keen on modern Soviet issues will be grateful to Anthony L. Okolish for 
some useful information on errors and forgeries of Soviet Space stamps of the '60's. D. B. Diamandiev 
describes two cards mailed from Moscow to the Amerk;an Relief Administration in New York during 
1922, one of which was subsequently re-directed to Bulgaria. A third similar card is described by the 
Editor. Our member Leonard Tann comments on an earlier article publishej by Dr. J. Lee Shneidrnan 
in Rossica 78, with particular reference to the confused period between 1916-1920, whilst Andrejs Petre
vies writes interesting about Latvian postal wagon cancellations during the independence years, and 
gives a valuable listing together with maps, and illustrations of the various types of postmark. D. N. 
Minchev adds to the long list of articles of distinction he has contributed on Bulgarian and Rumanian 
postal history by adding fresh data to our knowledge of the Russian Field post in Rumania during 1877-
79. Dr. A. H. Wortman writes about Imperial cancellations of Riga which show the script letter at 
bottom left inste::1d of bottom right, so interestingly, that he galvanised this reviewer into action just to 
try and prove there were more than the three "left handers" he found. None were found, although 
St. Petersburg used to sport script letters repeated both at bottom left and right, and then there are the 
double circle cancellations with stars but no script letter at aU. Emile Marcovitch contributes an article 
summarising information on Russian collecting written in over 100 columns by R. V. Polchaninov in 
the American Russian language newspaper Novoe Russkoe Slovo since 1968. The subjects coverd sound 
interesting indeed, and we echo Mr. Marcovitch's plea that they might all be reprinted in book form 
(ahem!~but in English, please!). Dr. J. Lee Shneidman writes about the Soviet postal rates between 
December, 1922 and January, 1923, whilst the number concludes with an excellent thematic article by 
Jacques Posen on Russia's Musicians on Stamps, which should be a boon to the many readers intereste;i 
in this topic. 

FRANCE-U.R.S.S. PHILATELIE; LE TIMBRE SOVJETIQUE No. 29 (New Series) January 1971; 
No. 30, April 1971; No. 31, July 1971. Official journal of the Cercle Philate/ique, France-U.R.S.S., 8 rue 
de la Vrilliere, Paris ler. 

It is a great pleasure to mention our French contemporary again in these pages. Among the 
contributions to No. 29 are notes on the Baku-Paris exhibition held in Baku in December 1970; to No. 30 
the first part of a most interesting and valuable artic!e on the stamps of Soviet Azerbaijan by S. M. 
Poliakov (translated into the French by G. Rumeau) which originally appeared some time ago in the 
German "Sammler Express"; a general article by Berngard and Klimov on the 1913 Romanov Ter
centenary Issue; whilst No. 31 includes the final part of the Poliakov article. All numbers include 
c"etails of new issues from both France and U.S.S.R., and serialised articles on the historical relation
ships between France and Old Russia, and also on the postage due stamps of France. 

Among the more interesting publications see:i recently were the issue for "Russia" in the "Inter
national Encyclopac:iica of Stami:-s (Vol. 5; Part 13), the illustrations for which are very attractiv.!, and 
we note with interest that our old friend Dr. N. V. Luchnik (Obninsk) has been associatid with this par
ticular part. The issue of "Stamp Collecting" for 4th NoYember, 1971, c:mtaine:l a most captivating 
article by Kenneth R. Lake on "Postage Currency of the Russian Revolution" which illustrates a size1ble 
number of Russian money stamps this reviewer and most rr.e .nbers have never he:ird of. The October, 
1971 edition of the "Journal of Chinese Philately" contains some interesting articles, including "The 
Denominations of Mongolian Stamps" by James Negus; a fine review of "K. C. Yu's Standard Postage 
Stamp Catalogue of China," which can be obtained for as little as 50p (including postage) from Vera 
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Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and lists all Chinese issues up to the end of 
tl:e Nationalist regime; and "Specimens, Colour Trials and Essays of Mongolia" again by our good 
friend James Negus. 

RECENT AUCTIONS 
Most recent auctions of particular interest to collectors of Russia, seem to have taken place either 

in U.S.A. or on the Continent. Nevertheless, a few paragraphs on several outstanding 1971 sales seem 
to be in order. 

The first sale, both chronologically, and· in order of importance, was that of the magnificent 
Robert W. Baughman Imperial Russia, and Zemstvo collections, which were offered in no less than 2,238 
lots by Robert A. Siegel Auctions, of New York, between 24th and 27th March, 1971. It is patently 
clear that the late Mr. Baughman had what must have been the most outstanding collection of Imperial 
rarities extant, and many items can be r1&a1led from such earlier collections as Faberge, Goss, Stibbe, 
etc. From the "Prices Realised" we see that the gross amount realised amounted to no less than 196,889 
dollars. Estimated prices generally tended to be high, selling prices of Imperials usually tending to be 
a little below estimate; on the Zemstvo lots, however, no estimates were given, and this tended to be 
catastrophic for the vendor, many realisations being low. Had the auction house recorded estimates 
even on the low side, it might have perhaps encouraged a measure of higher bids. Lot No. 1 was the 
ex-Charles Stibbe and Faberge copy of the 1857 6k. Tiflis Town Post stamp, probably the finest copy, 
and this fetched 7,250 dollars, a far cry from the estimate of £60 shown in the 1957 Stibbe Sale catalogue. 
The range of early Imperial material was fantastic, there being too many No. 1 's to be comfortable. 
A nice used pair with margins all round fetched 300 dollars, whilst a splendid single copy on piece, beau
tifully tied by a Berdichev script cancella~ion fetched 260 dollars. Covers bearing No. 1 's followed
at least thirty five to choose from-and they fetched anything from 80 to 425 dollars. A fine horiwntal 
mint pair of 1858 20k. fetched 1,100 dollars, whilst a 5k. St. Petersburg 1863 Town post used on cover 
from Moscow to Warsaw in 1864, perfs. clipped, fetched 500 dollars, and a pair of the same stamp used 
on cover from Moscow, but to Surrey fetched 1,200 dollars. An inverted centre of the 1866 10k, used, 
fetched 1,150 dollars, and a less desirable copy that followed, 400 dollars, whilst an inverted background 
of the 1872 2k. (ex-Faberge) reached 1,850 dollars, rather less than the 3,000 dollars estimated. The 
well-known Transcaucasian provisional (7k. on bisected 14k. of 1883) used on cover from Kutais 30 
Aug. 1884, which was evidently ex-Curie, and at one time Paul M. Davidson, fetched an astonishing 
5,250 dollars. A whole mint sheet of the 3.50R. 1884 (no thunderbolts) fetched 1,750 dollars; whilst 
a single mint copy of the same stamp but horizontally laid fetched 500 dollars. It is difficult to do more 
than catalogue a few of the rarities from this remarkable collection in the space available, but later issues 
there were in abundance, including many literally outstanding items on cover. Stampless covers were 
comparatively few, though Russian China, and Levant were remarkable. States and Poland were evi
dent, but clearly Imperials and Zemstvos engaged Mr. Baughman to almost the exclusion of other facets. 
Perhaps it is just as well! Well over half the lots were Zemstvos on and off cover, and no doubt collectors 
of these issues were bowle<;l over by the immense variety available. The most sought after Zemstvo 
item appears to have been the 1870 Tambov issue of 3k. greenish-blue, used, of which only four copies 
are evidently known. It was ex-Faberge, and fetched 700 dollars. 

A second outstanding New York sale occurred between 29th April and 1st May, 1971, conducted 
by J. and H. Stolow, Apart from other countries, Russian items were offered from the Baron von Stackel
.berg collection. Not so intense as the Baughman collection, there were about 600 lots on offer, including 
:some delightful material. The catalogue write-up was often vague ...... 1852. Stampless cover Moscow 
to Bavaria. Various interesting transit markings, very fine. (Photo) no estimate. To labour the point, 
we add that it wasn't photographed, but the following lot, not showed to be photographed, was, but 
given an entirely different lot number. Neverthless, some very nice material, including several pages 
of lots of No. 1, and some superb panes and sheets of early Imperials. The portion relating to Wenden, 
in which the owner must have had a special interest, offered some remarkable lots, including a printer's 
proof of a Wenden stamp on the same sheet of paper as various other essays for firm's headings, etc., 
which is particularly attractive, and undoubtedly unique. Levant covers and states were of interest 
but the German Occupation of Latvia (nearly 40 lots) were outstanding. · ' 
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The auction firm of Heinrich Salomon, Berlin, held an auction on 4th September, 1971 which 
included a remarkable collection of Postmaster provisionals, both mint, on cover, or on money transfer 
cards, and in no less than 148 lots. Items which particularly took this writer's eye, included Petrovsk 
used on money transfer cards, of which there was a liberal choice, and a fine used block of 8 of the 60k. 
Sotchi provisionals. True to Sotchi form, no amount of close scrutiny of the catalogue photograph 
can deduce the date on the cancellations, but the piece is very nice, and shows several varieties of the 
typographed surcharge. 

Another New York auction occurred on 22nd/23rd November, 1971 when Siegel's held a Foreign 
sale which included the balance of the Baughman Russian collection, with certain lots evidently re
offered. Again, Imperials and Zemstvo issues predominated, but odd lots sounded particularly engaging 
and we hope some of our American readers picked up sorr.e interesting material. Such items included 
a collection of 89 letters and covers from Mount Athos betwee1 1851 and 1917; 9 covers from the Tabriz 
Consulate 1915-16 to England or Switzerland; and 15 covers and cards, 1876-1901 illustrating mail to 
and from Persia, including a Persian bisect on Russian postal card, "Transcaucasian stampless" (these 
would be very scarce), and we concur with the auctioneer, ' fascinating lot.' 

Finally, Salomon's of Berlin held a further auction on 26th November, 1971 including some 
particularly nice Zemstvo material. Two covers were combination Levant/Zemstvo covers from Con
stantinople to Kharkov, whilst others from Bogorodsk, Gadiatch, Kadnikov, Ossa and Shatsk all helped 
to make an interesting catalogue. · 

OBITUARIES 
ARTHUR W. GREAVES 

We are very sorry to have to record the death of a past-President of our Society, Mr. Arthur 
Greaves, who died at Taunton, Somerset, on 23rd February, 1971. Although not a Society member 
in recent years, Arthur Greaves was an enthusiastic founder-member of the Society, attending the 
inaugural meeting on 31st October, 1936, when he agreed to undertake the onerous duty of running 
the Society's Exchange Packet, which he did until the outbreak of World War II. A note in the Society's 
minutes of March, 1939 records Mr. Greaves as saying he was a little behind with packet work as he 
had been much occupied of late with Air Raid Precautions activity. 

On resumption of the Society's activities after the war, Arthur Greaves gave a display of "Shagiv 
Issues," of the Ukraine to the meeting in January, 1946, and greatly assisted in the launching of the 
B.J.R.P. in 1948. His sterling work included the drawing of our cover, which has been used on each 
and every issue of the Journal from the first issue. Elected Vice-President of the Society in 1947, he 
served as President in 1948, giving a further display on "Postmaster Provisionals" during this time. 

In conjunction with Cecil W. Roberts he had the idea of bringing out a series of handbooks on 
Ukraine, the first one issued at the end of 1948 on Kiev, followed in 1949 by the second, on Odessa. 
At the time, these handbooks were a great advance on anything available then in English, and were the 
forerunners of the many successful B.S.R.P. handbooks published in later years. Arthur Greaves· 
also assisted when there were difficulties in the production of Journals 3 and 4, which he arranged to be 
stencilled and produced in his native Chesterfield. These particular Journals also carried articles from 
his pen on "Postmaster Provisionals" and "Ukraine-Kherson Tridents" (the latter with C. W. Roberts). 

Other interests tended to claim Arthur Greaves from 1950 onwards, and he tended to withdraw 
from Russian philately, much to our regret. In Chesterfield, where apart from his work as a Head
master, he became increasing associated with amateur operatics, being Hon. Secretary of the Chester
field Operatic Society until 1962, and a very active worker with many other local Societies. It is under
stood he was instrumental in the formation of the Chesterfield Philatelic Society. 

At the time of his retirement in December 1965 he did not enjoy good health, and in 1969 he 
was advised to move to the milder climate of the West country, when he settle::l near Taunton. 

Many senior members of the Society will mourn the passing of an enthusiastic and engaging 
philatelist who did a great deal for B.S.R.P. in the early years. To his wife and family we offer our 
sincerest condolences. 
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GEORG EBERLE 
It is with great regret that we mention the passing of Mr. Georg Eberle, of Munich, who died 

in hospital on 9th September, 1971. We have had the pleasure of corresponding with Mr. Eberle over 
a numcer of years, but it was not until September 1970, at Philympia, that we were able to meet him 
in person and fully appreciate his modest and kindly disposition. An enthusiastic collector, he possessed 
outstanding collections of Postmaster Provisionals and Armenia. In earlier years he had been a pro• 
fessional musician, but latterly, in semi-retirement, acted as an agent for museums at Auctions of valu
able instruments and original scores, on which we believe he was an authority. We shall miss his cheery 
letters very much as will many continental collectors, who knew him well. To Mrs. Mary Eberle, his 
wife, goes our heartfelt sympathy. 

MEETING REPORTS 
The 113th meeting of the Society was held at the Shaftesbury Hotel, Monmouth Street, London, 

W.C. 2 on Saturday, 20th March, 1971, at 2.30 p.m. 
The President, Mr. A. S. Waugh was in the chair, with seventeen other members also present. 

Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. Baillie, Handford, K~lloway, and Turner. A 
moment's silence was observed for a Past President of the Society, Mr. Arthur Greaves, who had died 
on 23rd February. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as read and approved, being proposed and 
seconded by Messrs. Droar and Lowe. Arising from these Minutes the Hon. Secretary told members 
present that the motion proposed by Mr. Droar and agreed to by members at the A.G.M., could not 
be adopted formally until this alteration had been circulated to all members. The Society's rule 6 reads: 
"No rule shall be altered without the proposed alteration having been circulated to all members, four
teen days prior to the meeting." Mr. Lloyd would sent out details of the proposed alteration with the 
report of the next meeting. 

Letters of thanks and appreciation had been received from Dr. R. Seichter and Mr. C. C. Hand
ford for the honour of Life Membership. 

Mr. Lloyd told the meeting that due to the postal strike very little business had been conducted 
and no new members enrolled. Telephone had been the means of communication between secretary 
and several committee members. 

1be Packet Superintendent Mr. Kellaway, who was unable to be present, had sent his report, 
which again was a short one due to the postal strike. Three Packets had been put into circulation since 
the last meeting, total value £642. 

Treasurer's Report: Mr. Joseph said that everything was fine from a financial point of view, but 
wanted fonnal approval to the appointment of the new auditor, Mr. M. R. Watson. Mr. Ashford 
proposed Mr. Watson, Mr. Peel seconded, with all members present in agreement. 

The Journal: Mr. Ashford reported that the Journal 45 copy was with the printers, and that the 
proofs had already been returned to him. Accidents apart, it should be available for mailing, as planned, 
in April. 

Any Other Business: Mr. Pritt said he had received a letter from the U.S.A. in which the member 
wondered what was happening here because of the postal strike. The secretary replied that due to the 
strike, members overseas were only just receiving their Journal 44. Mr. Lloyd had also been in touch 
with Mr. Cronin on the subject and who had also confirmed his willingness to continue to represent 
B.S.R.P. in U.S.A. 

Due to the strike, Mr. Lloyd had been unable to make the usual appeal for members to act as 
delegates to the Philatelic Congress at Norwich, opening on the 15th June. At present, Mr. C. C. Hand
ford and Mr. Lloyd would represent B.S.R.P. Our secretary hoped that other members of the B.S.R.P. 
would try to attend the Congress. 

At this stage of the meeting, Mr. Knighton rose to welcome Mr. H. Q. Marris, a member of the 
Society for many years, but who had never had the opportunity to attend before. 

Mr. Bojanowicz told the meeting that he was to be one of the judges at Budapest, and was trying 
to get the Exhibition Committee to agree to 16 sheets per frame instead of the present 12, for British 
entrants. To Mr. Lloyd's query regarding insurance of the exhibits, Mr. Bojanowicz said that this 
could be left to him, as he was already in touch with Insurance Brokers on this matter. 
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After the business of the meeting, Mr. P. T. Ashford gave a very interesting display of covers 
of "Russian Posts of the 18th Century," the subject of a very interesting paper which he handed out 
to members. The written paper was of considerable length and of particular interest to the postal his
torian. Dr. Wortman proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Ashford, and Mr. Marris seconded this, adding 
"that if this was the usual programme at our meetings, he would certainly come again." All present 
concurred heartily with Dr. Wortman and Mr. Marris. 

The 114th meeting of the Society was held at the Shaftesbury Hotel, Monmouth Street, London, 
W.C.2, on Saturday, 22nd May, 1971, at 2.30 p.m. 

The President, Mr. A. S. Waugh, and the Vice-President, being unable to attend, the meeting 
agreed that Mr. Peel should act as Chairman for the afternoon. Also present were Drs. Wortman and 
Casey, Messrs. Fisher, Mushlin, Lowe, Joseph, Norwood, Ashford, Droar, and Lloyd. Also wel
comed to the meeting were Mr. E. L. Filby from U.S.A. and Mr. Gunnar Hellstrom, Sweden (a new 
member). Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. Kellaway, Handford, Roberts, Waugh, 
Humphreys, Knighton, Pritt and Bojanowicz. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as read and approved, being proposed and 
seconded by Mr. Droar and Mr. Mushlin. There were no points arising from the Minutes. 

Secretary's Report: Mr. Lloyd told members present that a letter received from Mr. South 
of the Royal Philatelic Society, London, gave very little hope of our Society resuming its meetings at 
their premises, although the matter would be put before their Committee in June. For this reason it 
was agreed by all present that the Secretary book a meeting place for the Autumn meeting with the 
Shaftesbury Hotel. It was also agreed that this meeting be arranged for late September or early October. 

Mr. Lloyd said that the Library had now been collected by Mr. Joseph, that requests for books 
should now be made direct to him. 

The Secretary then asked for formal approval of election of the following applicants for mem-
bership-

MR. E. FRASER-SMITH, 7, Stanwick Road, London, W.14 
MR. J. TOVEY, 36, Northville Road, Bristol, BS7 ORG. 
MR. J. M. GWYNN, Wimbledon College, Edge Hill, London, S.W.19. 
Miss V. WATSON, 24, St. Mary's Terrace, Hastings, Sussex. 
MR. S. SEREBRAKIAN, P.O. Box 448, Monroe, N.Y. 10950, U.S.A. 
MR. GUNNAR HELLSTROM, Vickleby Prastgard, S-38060, Farjestaden, Sweden. 
MR. P. S. S. F. MARSDEN, 3, Orchard Close, Berry Lane, East Hanney, Wantage, Berks. 
Treasurer's Report: Mr. Joseph told the meeting that subscriptions were coming along ·nicely, 

that the Society had well over £500 in hand although the Journal now at the printers had yet to be paid 
for. 

Exchange Packet Superintendent's Report: Mr. Kellaway being away in Russia at this time, 
Mr. Lloyd read his report. Since the last meeting three Packets had been put into circulation, total 
value £670. Three Packets had been broken up, total sales £234. Members would be pleased to know 
that, except for very valuable packets, registration was no longer required. Packets up to 2 lb. in weight 
could now be sent for 20p. The essential receipt of postage was free of charge. Time allowed for 
viewing was now 48 hours (Rule 6), as the period of insurance was much shorter than previously. 

To ensure that the Packets completed their circuits in time, it would be necessary to withhold the 
Packet from those members who failed to pass it on within the 48 hours. The above changes would 
commence with Packet 276. Those interested in Zemstvos would be glad to know that one of our mem
bers had sent in a number of booklets. 

Journal. Mr. Ashford, our Editor, told members present that the Journal No. 45 had now been 
printed and that Mr. Waugh of Beckington, Bath, was in the process of collecting it from the printers 
and despatching it on to members. Mr. Ashford said that 46 would go to press in August, but that 
he could accept items of news and articles up to the end of that month, if necessary. 

Any Other Business: As no letter had been received from the Research Superintendent it was 
to be presumed that there was nothing to report. Several members present however said that an effort 
ought to be made by the Society to foster this side of our activities. It was agreed that this be discussed 
at a future committee meeting. 

Before closing the business part of the meeting, the Chairman, Mr. Peel, extended a very warm 
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welcome to Mr. E. L. Filby, from Kansas City, U.S.A., and to a newly-elected member Mr. Gunnar 
Hellstrom from Sweden. This was suitably acknowledged by members present. 

Having concluded the business of the meeting, members then staged a combined display of "Ship 
Mail and Stamps." Although attendance was poor the show of material was excellent, with many 
scarce and interesting items to be seen. Dr. A. H. Wortman, Mr. A. Droar, Mr. R. Joseph, Mr. J. 
Lloyd, Mr. P. T. Ashford, Mr. H. Norwood, Dr. R. Casey, and Mr. E. Peel, together contributed 176 
sheets of covers and cancellations. It is invidious to select many items, but the following did take the 
eye: Mr. Droar's pre-adhesive letter of 1834 with endorsement "by Steamer Nicolay to Lubeck';' Mr. 
Peel's cover cancelled "Batum-Odessa 1" of 1/12/93 .addressed to Chios with some nice strikes of the 
cancellation; Mr. Lloyd's cover showing Moscow-Simbirsk 3/7/1884, and Kazan-Saratov 5/7/1884; 
Dr. Casey's Nizhnii-Rybinsk 22/4/80, and Kazan-Nizhnie 12/8/77; Mr. Joseph's Batum-Odessa can
cellations on blocks of stamps; and Mr. Norwood and Mr. Ashford's Modern Soviet ship cancellations. 

The report on the 115th meeting of the Society, held on 18th September, 1971, will appear in the 
next issue, Journal No. 47. 

At the meeting of the Committee of the Society held ori-22nd January, 1972, Mr. Ashford men
tioned that, with the help of many members, over a period of time, he had been engaged on recording 
cancellations used on Imperial Russian stamps in Transcaucasia, and hoped that the resultant work 
could be published. It was agreed that a series of handbooks would make their appearance under the 
imprint of the Society, although Mr. Ashford would arrange for printing and distribution. The first 
part, devoted to.Transcaucasian postal history, and lists of post offices operating prior to 1914, was now 
ready in draft, and would run to about 50 pages. Much of the material in this first part had not previ
ously been published in English, having been culled from pre-1914 Russian sources, through the kind
ness of friends in U.S.S.R., U.S.A., and Germany. Subsequent parts would be devoted to handstamps 
and cancellations used by the P .O.s of the various Transcaucasian governments. Cost of each part would 
be kept to a minimum, reflecting costs of production only, and it was hoped to produce parts for £1.00 
or even less. Further particulars will be given in Journal No. 47. 
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